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Each year, hundreds of thousands of farm workers 
emigrate from Mexico. to cultivate and harvest crops on 
American farms and _return to Mexico t,.at the end of the harvest 
season. These men are· permitted to enter the United States 
under the auspices tof r.the Mexican farm.·· labor program estab-
lished by the federal government • . T~~migration of these 
farm laborers has involved 11 • • • . )Lone ~:of the most ~ignifi­
cant population movements in the Western Hemisphere in the 
1 t tw t f . ul as en y- 1.ve. years • .. • .. 
'J . .: .... . " 
I. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
Inherent in a large international migration are many 
human problems. The migration ·. of Mexican laborers from 
rural villages to American .farms involves the movement of 
persons from one social setting to that of another. During 
the course of this migration, Mexicans interact directly 
with some American citizens and indirectly affect others. 
An interest in the human problems resulting from 
( 
' . - . .. ~ 
~rnesto Galarza, Strangers in Our Fields (Washing-
ton: Joint United States-Mexico Trade Union Committee, 
1956), p. 1. 
'ir ... . 
2 
the movement of Mexican workers stimulated the investigation 
of the effects of this migration. The purpose of this study 
has been to analyze the effects on those persons who have 
been involved most with this population movement. ~:! • 
The reactions of Mexican men· who have emigrated as a 
result of this program often have. manifested some of the ef-
fects. In one Mexic~· village,2 a young man had learned a 
few new farming methods .while he ~was working in. Oregon. 
When another villager. was d..runk; .or ... borracho', he complained 
loudly about the poor treatment he received from gringos in 
a Texas community. Tne effects of the experiences seemed to 
vaxy from person to person.· ,,: tm .. !J :t· :J . • 
One indication of· the .. effects\·of the Mexican farm 
labor program in this country has been the controversy over 
the importation of these farm workers from Mexico • . News-
papers, magazines, and radio broadcasts have discussed the 
pro and con arguments about this program. Some of the ques-
tions brought out in the ·news media have been: Wby, have Mexi-
can laborers been imported at public expense when thousands 
of Americans have been unemployed; ~ what would food cost in 
the stores if farmers had to compete with industrial wages 
for an adequate supply of domestic workers; has it been mor-
ally right to exploit laborers who have come from extremely 
2while working in the state of Tlaxcala, Mexico, the 
author had a chance to talk with a number of Mexicans who 
had worked in the United States. 
poor conditions in a .foreign country? ,!_ •7r ... 
• '· '\. • f , , l 1 '' 
II. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
For clarity, the analysis of this .farm lab~r migra-
tion was dichotomized into the e.ffects· on Mexicans and the 
3 
effects on United States citizens. In Mexico, the rural 
.farm laborers who emigrate have been affected most by this 
program. In the United States, Spanish-speaking persons, 
domestic .farm workers, and agricultural employers have been 
affected most. . f 
Social, cultural, and economic factors have influenced 
Mexican laborers as a result of their migration to American 
.farms. For this study, three basic · questions .were asked: 
Why have they been willing to einigrate from Mexico; what ex-
periences have they had while working in this country; and 
how has this temporary migration affected these laborers 
after their return to Mexico? 
Three segments of U. S. citizens have been .affected 
by the importation of farm workers from Mexico: Spanish-
Americans, domestic farm workers, and farmers. Because of 
similar backgrounds, language, and 'customs, Spanish-speaking 
persons have interacted frequently with Mexican farm laborers. 
Domestic. farm workers have had to compete with Mexican Na-
tionals for agricultural employment. As their employers, 
American farmers have been influenced by the availability 
4 
of Mexican laborers. One basic question was asked concern-
ing each segment of• U. s. citizens: How has the importation 
of braceros affected these persons? i • 
The analysis of J.these effects has been limited by 
the availability of da~~~ -~e ~tent of this study has not 
been to present ·an exhaustive analysis, but to discuss the 
major effects. ,;·tr ~ • . r: i. ~•J ''J •cr ··~··". t. ·,::-) 
~ .. 
III. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED .. 
The following terms are defined because they refer 
to specific concepts discussed in this thesis. 
Anglo. An Eng;Lish-speak:ing person in the South- .': 
western United States is referred to as an 11Anglo 11 to dis-
tinguish him from an American Indian, Spanish-American, or 
Negro. 
Bracero. The Mexi<_?.~ _f_arm laborer who has · immigrated 
legally to the United States is called a "bracero.'! 
usually considered to be an ·unskilled · farm worker. 
He is 
Camp operator. A. person who owns or operates a farm 
labor camp is referred to as the "camp operator." 
Domestics. 11Domestics 11 or "domestic farm workers" 
are American citizens who are employed in agricultural work 
on a seasonal basis. These laborers sometimes migrate from 
... 
area to area seeking work. 
Grower. The owner or operator of a farm is referred 
to as a 11 grower. 11 , •• : t : - H ~ . .. . ,. 
5 
Key informant. The 11key- in£ormants" or "informants" 
are persons who were interviewed because they were familiar 
with the importationt of farm workersr from Mexico. . . 
Mexican~farm labor .program • • The:. entire program es-
tablished by the international agreements between Mexico 
and the United States. for_ the .• importation of farm laborers 
is called the "Mexican farm ,labor program. 11 .. . -"' 
Mexican nationals. Citizens of Mexico who are em-
ployed in agricultural work in the United States are called 
"Mexican nationals" or nnationals." . 't · 
Migratory center. The .place in Mexico where Mexicans 
are examined for emigration-is called a "migratory center." 
Reception center. Mexican farm workers are con-
tracted at a "receptic:m, c~nter" in the United States. 
Spanish-speaking person• A member of the · ethnic 
minority of U. S. citizens whose ancestry is of Spanish or 
Mexican origin is referred, to as a "Spanish-speaking person" 
in this study. 
Wetback. Mexican rfarm laborers who entered tbe . .... 
United States illegally are called "wetbacks" because some 
of these men actually swam the Rio Grande along the border. 
' ( - . 
IV. SOURCES OF ; INFORMATION I . '· 
'c .. ·, . ., . . 
I • • 
A review of the available literature written in 
6 
English about the migration of braceros reveals that there 
have been very few comprehensive studies of this- subject; 3 
.Most of the information written about imported Mexican -· 
laborers has been merged 'with data about farm labor in gen-
eral or Spanish-speaking Americans. Magazines and news-
papers have published a few articles about braceros, but 
these have tended to be written for emotional appeal. A 
few scholarly articles on this topic have ~appeared in pro-
fessional journals. · .. r C: • , • ~. ~ . o-
The following sources ·were found noteworthy because 
of their scholarly approach to the topic, the systematic 
collection of data, and . the idocumentation of facts. G. 0. 
Coalson's well documented article of "Mexican Contract La-
bor in American Agriculture" was published in the South-
western Social Science Qua1:1terly (.December, 1952). Lloyd 
H. Fisher discussed the ' importation of braceros in the 
"Harvest Labor Market .. in California," Quarterly Journal of 
Economics (November, 1951). Wi~liam H. Form and Julius 
Rivera coauthored one article in Rural Sociology (September, 
1958) and one in Social Forces · (May, 1959) abou~ the effects 
of migration of returned braceros with da~a from their 
i u i 
3m personal correspondence from John H. Burma at 
Grinell College, he mentioned that the insufficient amount 
of information of a formal type .was orie .reason for his ·con-
tinued interest in the subject. 
? 
study o:f a border community in Northern Mexico. Edward c. 
McDonagh • s study of "Attitudes Toward Ethnic Farm Workers 
in Coachella Valley" in Sociology .~ Social Research (Sep-
~ 
tember, 1955) mentioned the attitudes .of farmers toward 
t • ~ 
the employment of Mexican nationals• , ; 
. . . 
Only three comprehensive ~reports available in English, 
were written specifically about braceros or the Mexican farm 
labor program. Ernesto Galarza's report o:f Strangers in 
r' ' .... ' • 10 l ~. ' Our Fields was based on ~ extensive survey of braceros in 
labor camps in the United States. Richard H. Hancock wrote 
" .... • I..., ( 
a doctoral dissertation on "The Role of the Bracero in the 
• lo #I A 
Economic and Cultural Dynamics of Mexico," after he com-
· .. , . - . 
pleted field work in the state of Chihuahua, Mexico. Mar-
... ,, 
"' garet B. MacKaye wrote a Master's thesis on "A Historical 
Study of the Bracero ~?gram, with Special Emphasis on the 
• ' "\ '·I 
Coachella and Imperial Valleys." 
'j, I 
Some of the other books included information about 
braceros along with descriptions of Spanish-speaking groups 
or agricultural labor problems in this country. These books 
ranged from John J. Burma's Spanish-speaking Groups !!! ~ 
United States to the Farm Labor ~ Book published by the 
United States Department of Labor. 
To supplement information from the literature, a few 
.., . 
carefully chosen persons who were familiar with the Mexican . . 
farm labor program were interviewed. This procedure for 
8 
the collection of data has been defined as the. 11key inform-
ant method" by Frank W • . Young and Ruth C. Young: 
The key informant method may be defined in its 
broadest sense as a technique of collecting informa-
tion about a social situatio~ . by talking to a se-
lected number of participants. The informants are 
chosen not on a random basis·, but because they. possess 
special qualifications such as a particular status, 
wide communic~tions, or even. accessibility to the 
investigator. 
J- ' . C 1 1 
These interviews were conducted in two areas of the 
. -
Southwestern United States where farm employers have been 
~ I . , <; .J • 
dependent on the importation of Mexican nationals. Inform-
ants in San Joaquin County, California, were interviewed . -
4 J • • 
during October and November, 1959. During January and Feb-
.. . ~ , .. ; ~ ... 
ruary, 1961, informants in Costilla County, Colorado, were . ' . 
\ ' . 
interviewed. All the interviews were conducted in a :famil-
. 
iar environment :for each person, the location of the inform-
ant's work. The interviews varied from twenty minutes to 
~ 
one and one half hours depending on the informant's freedom 
of expression and willingness to discuss details. 
Unstructured interviews were conducted with each of 
the key informants and focused on two basic questions: What 
have been some of the important problems of the Mexican 
. 
:farm labor program; and what do you think the future of the 
4 Frank w. Young and Ruth c. Young, "Key Informant 
Reliability in Rural Mexican Villages," Human Organization, 
20:141, Fall, 1961. 
9 
program will be1 Complete notes ~ were imade , of each interview 
as soon as possible after its completion. ,. 
Growers in San Joaquin County, located in the Central 
Valley of California, have employed ·braceros from 1942 to 
the present. Farmers in Costilla County, Colorado, a farm-
ing valley in the south central part of the state, have em-
ployed braceros since 1955, ,after. Public Law ?8 was enacted. 
Agricultural production ·has ~been the ·primary economic ac-
tivity in both of these Southwestern..1counties. 
Table I shows some of the outstanding socio-economic 
characteristics of these two counties.5 -. Although the land 
area of the two counties was relatively comparable, there 
were differences in population, .income, education, employed 
labor force, number of farms, value of land and buildings, 
and value of farm products. The general level of socio-
economic conditions was higher for San Joaquin County than 
that of Costilla County. ~ _, 
In San Joaquin County, each informant discussed a 
larger number of problems resulting from the importation of 
braceros than those mentioned by the ·informants in Costilla 
County. The informants, in both counties, emphasized the . . ., 
economic effects of this farm labor program on the United 
States, Mexico, domestic farm workers, braceros, and growers. 
l .. 
l. ... . !. :..'.! ....... ---------------- ... . ....... 
5Infra, pp. 11-12. ·• 
" 
Some of the legal, social, and moral aspects of this farm 
labor migration were mentioned by ,those in San Joaquin 
. 
10 
County, as well as ·the . detrimental effects on international 
relations. The importation of braceros seemed to be ex-, 
tremely controve~sial in San ~oaquin County, but it .was 
relatively well accepted in Costilla County. For e,xample, 
the Roman Catholic priest in Costilla County was mor~ con-
cerned about the problems produced by the division of the 
old Spanish land grant than he was about the socio-economic 
effects of importing braceros.6 
Growers, in both counties, expressed the need to con-
tinue the importation of brac.eros. They saw no other al-
ternative to their farm labor needs. The Spanish-speaking 
person, the priest, and the public health~ ·worker in San - - -- - -··-. 
Joaquin County, strongly favored the abolition of the Mexi-
can farm labor program. In Costilla County, the Spanish-. . 
\ .. ' •• # ' • 
speaking person and the pries~ did not have strong opinions 
about the future of this migr~tion program. All of the 
6His ~oncern about ·the land grant probably was well 
justified. Approximately .ten .months after the interview, 
in November, 1961, viol~nce ~ erupted · betWeen the Spanish-
speaking residents of Costilla County, Colorado, and th~ 
new ranch owners who had recently purchased parts of the old 
Spanish land grant_ (Sangre de Cristo Grant). The new owners 
were not willing to .l e t ·the Spanish-speaking residents use 
the disputed land ·for-:.~grazing thei·r -cattl'e and for cutting--· 
firewood. News items in The New Mexican, Santa Fe, New 
Mexico, November 26, 2?, and ~ 1961. 
' :: (; 
TABLE I 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF 
SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY, CALIF<RNIA 










Land Area 1,409 sq. mi. 1,215 sq. mi. 
Total population, 1960 
Population per square mile 
Increase 1950-1960 
Residence: Urban 




Native of foreign bOrn 




177 . 4 
























TABLE I (continued) 
Socio-economic Characteristics . 
Commercial farms: . 
Total 
Commercial farms with under 
#2,500 products' sold: 
Commercial farms with over 
10 000 roducts sold: 
and an u:t d:tngs : 
average per farm 
average rer acre 
Value ofarm products sold:.· 
Total ($1,000) 
all crops ($1,000) 
. ~ ~ 





















*United States Bureau of the Census, County and Ci~ Data 
Book, 1962, A Statistical Abstract. Supplemen~as :tngton: 
Government Printing Office, 1962), pp~ 42-5lo _ 
' 
t . . 
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13 
informants felt the program probably wiil be continued in 
the future. In spite of some' of the informants' strong 
opinions against the importation of braceros, no one fore-
, .. ~ ,. ,., 
saw an end to the Mexican· far.m labor program. 
The name · of each'·inform~t· has been changed to a 
pseudonym in order to provide anonymity. The following 
'f • 
I ' 
informants were ' interviewed in San Joaquin Countr.y, Califor-
nia: 
Mr. Gianelli--a peach and walnut grower who employed 
braceros; 
Mrs. Hernandez--a member of the Spanish-speaking 
community who did volunteer work for 
the Community Service Organization, a 
group concerned about the effects of 
the bracero program; 
Father Conohan--a Roman Catholic priest who visited 
labor camps where braceros wer e living 
to offer religious counsel; 
Mr. Miller--a public health worker who had worked 
among imported Mexican nationals. 
The following persons were interviewed in Costilla 
County, Colorado: 
Mr. Yamato--a Nisei vegetable farmer who employed 
braceros; 
Mr. Martinez--a member of the Spanish-speaking com-
munity who was employed as a super-
visor of groups of imported Mexican 
nationals; 
Father Madero-~a Roman Catholic priest who served 
the religious needs of braceros in his 
parish. 
V. ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 
The background, the structure, and the procedures of 
the Mexican farm labor program have been presented in order 
14 
to clarify this migration system which has been functioning 
since 1942. This migration has produced various effects. 
The Mexican migrants and the American farmers have been . 
directly affected. The presence of alien laborers in the 
United States has indirectly affected Spanish-Americans and 
domestic farm workers. An analysis of the effects on these 
persons has been presented in the final chapters of the 
thesis. 
.. CH.APrER II I -~ • 1 ~ • 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MEXICAN FARM 
LABOR PROGRAM FROM 1942 TO THE PRESENT 
The importation o~ braceros began in 1942 when the 
emergencies of World War .II created· a shortage o~ labor as 
thousands o~ American workers moved into the armed services 
and war industries. ( .1 
••• By 1942, with the nation at war and large air-
cra~t and ship building establisbmen ts drawing heavily 
~rom the available labor supply, u:c:gent demands were 
voiced ~or the importation o~ additional Mexican 
workers. Estimates o~ need ranged from 40,000 to 
100,000 called ~or by Senator Downey of Cali~ornia. 1 
,t, ' 
Responding to demands ~rom employers, the U. s. 
government relied on Mexico to supply unskilled labor as it 
. 
had in World War I. To meet the labor shortages in agri-
culture, railroads, and mines, during World War I, as many 
as ?3,000 Mexican workers bad been admitted temporarily to 
the United States. 2 "StatUtory authority to admit :foreign 
laborers into the country was found in the ninth proviso of 
1Lloyd H. Fisher, Harvest .Labor'.Market in. California 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, , l953), p:-5. 
2G. 0. Coalso~, "Mexican Contract Labor' in American 
Agriculture," Southwestern Social Science .. S!:'artem!f, 33::228 
December, 1952; and Report. of the Presidents Co ssion on 
Migratory Labor, Migratog Labor in American Agriculture 
(Washington: Government int~g Gr~ice, 1951), P• 3?o 
. ' . • I ·. 
I·~ "' . 
16 
Section 3 or the Immigration Law of. l91?."3 After _months of 
negotiations, Mexico finally agreed to permit the importa-
tion of braceros to this country by signing the first inter-
governmental agreement on July 23, 1942.4 
. 
There have been three major phases to the legal im-
portation of farm workers from Mexico. First, the period 
from 1942 through 1947 permitted the legal recruitment of 
' . 
Mexican workers under the Immigration Law of 1917 and Public 
-
Law 45, enacted April, 1943, to meet wartime labor needs for 
agricultural production and railroad maintenance.5 Next, 
there was an interim from 1948 to 1951 when temporary execu-.. 
tive agreements between the Mexican and U.S. governments 
kept the Mexican importation program alive. 6 Finally, in 
July, 1951, the United States Congress passed Public Law ?8 
... 
which gave the Mexican farm labor program a more permanent 
structure.? Public Law ?8 has permitted the legal importa-
J • • • 
tion of Mexican braceros from 1951 to the present. 
3coalson, 2£· 2!!·, p. 232. 
4wayne D. Rasmussen, A History of ~Emergency Farm 
Labor Supply Pro~am, ~-~, Uriited .'States Depa.rtment-or-
Agrlculture, Agrlculture Monograph No. 13 (Washington: 
Government Printing Office, September, 1951), p. 202. 
5Report of .the President's Commission on Migratory 
Labor, 21?.• cit., pp. 37-41. 
6Ibid. , 
?united States Department of Labor, ~ Labor Fact 
~, (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1959), p:-!55. 
1? 
I. THE· EMERGENCY PROGRAM' DURING WORLD WAR II · • 
(1942-194?)~ '1 
Authority for the operation of the Mexican farm labor 
program was assumed by the U. s. government. After signing 
the first intergovernmental agreement, the Mexican govern-
~ 
I 
ment requested that the Farm Security Administration be the 
specific agency to supervise the .progr~.8 Mexico's request 
was based upon the good reputation of the Farm Security 
Administration in dealing with Spanish-speaking persons in 
" "I '• :. 
the Southwest. Employers of braceros were to sign contracts . 
with each worker, and fulfillment of the contract terms was 
supposed to be guaranteed by this agency. A prevailing wage 
of not less than thirty cents per hour was to be paid 
braceros. These men were to be employed only in agricultural 
work. Employers were to provide adequate housing and medi-
, ... 
cal services.9 According to the agreement, "· •• Mexican 
workers were to be guar~teed transportation and subsist-
ence to and from their place of employment; they were not 
to be discriminated aga~st."10 








10 I • -• 
Coalson, 2£• £!!., pp. 230-31. 
18 
States government became the labor contractor of braceros 
and the intermediary between growers .and the Mexican govern-
ment.11 American farmers wanted a cheap and flexible labor 
force with a minimum of regulations and ·interference. At 
the same time, the Mexican government tried to protect the 
welfare and rights of its nationals by insisting upon 
specific regulations and controls. These conflicting goals 
brought about a need £or the _intermediary role of the U. s. 
government. ~..... r - •••• ,....,. '"" •• •. , ·~ "r:-~ 
In 1942, the United States Employment Service certi-
fied that there was a shortage of laborers in the sugar 
beet industry and requested tba. t the Immigration and Natu-
ralization Service permit the importation of braceros for 
this work.12 "On September 29, 1942, the first shipment of 
1,500 Mexican braceros arrived in Stockton, California, with 
the slogan . 'De Las Democracias Sera La Victoria' scribbled 
in chalk on the Pllllman cars. nl3 
On April 29, 1943; the original intergovernmental 
agreement and its amendments were supplemented by Public 
11- 1 f • • t ~eport o the Pres1dent s Commission on Migratory 
Labor, .QE.• ill·, p. 41. 
12coalson, 2£• cit., p. 230. ·' 
• r 
13carey McWilliams, North From Mexico: the Spanish-
~eaking People ~ the United StateS (Philadelphia: J. B. 
ppincott COmpany,-:1'9"~)_, p. 266. 
19 
Law 45.14 This law "• •• authorized the expenditure of 
public funds ~or recruitment, transportation, placement, and 
supervision of foreign workers. 815 
After the enactment of Public Law 45, responsibility 
for supervising the importation of braceros was transferred 
;.. . 
from the Farm Security Administratio~ to the War Food Admini-
-· 
stration on July 1, 1943. 16 The Farm Security Administration 
evidently regulated the program well. The War Food Admini-
stration apparently was more interested in easing the burden 
on farmers than they were in the welfare of braceros. 17 
Farmers were able to influence the '-War Food Administration 
and seem to have appreciated the less stringent enforcement 
of regulations by this agency. 1~ 1 .• '• •• ,1 : 
Under the auspices of this emergency program braceros 
had been employed to work 'on farms in this country. "Work-
ing in 21 states, they harvested crops lthe value of which 
14Rasmussen, 21!.• · ill·, lpp. 41.:..46. · · 
1 5aeport of the President•s Commission on Migratory 
Labor, 2£• £!i., p. 38. 
16Rasmussen, 2£• £!!., P• 208. 
l?McWilliams, loc. cit., and Margaret Breed MacKaye, 
"A Historical Study Ofthe-Development of the Bracero Pro-
gram, With Special Emphasis on the Coachella and Imperial 
Valleys" (unpublished Master's thesis, The College of the 
Pacific, Stockton, California, 1958), p. 26. 
18 MacKaye, 12£· cit. 
20 
was estimated in 1944 at $432,010,000."~9 . In addition to 
their employment as unskilled farm workers, some 80,000 
were employed as section hands rand maintenance workers on 
the railroads during the World. War II emergency. 20 
II. THE POSTWAR IMPORTATION OF BRACEROS 
Al\TD THE - LEGALIZING OF WETBACKS (1948-1951) 
Although Public Law 45 terminated on December 31, 
1947, braceros continued to be imported under the authori-
zation of international executive agreements until July, 
1951, when Public Law 78 was enacted. During this post-war 
interim, the importation and contracting of braceros was 
authorized "· • • under a series of international executive 
agreements dated March 10 and April 2, 1947, February 21, 
1948, and August 1, 1949."21 The terms of the agreement of 
August· !, 1949, were extended through July, 1951, to permit 
the legal importation of farm workers from Mexico. 
These agreements not only. permitted the- legal impor-
tation of braceros from the interior of Mexico, but they 
gave legal status to wetbacks who had entered this country 
l9McWilliams, ~· cit., p. 268. 
20Ibid. 1- I 
21Report of the President's Commission on Migratory 
Labor, .212.· cit., p. 41. 
21 
prior to the date of th~ ~g~eemen~s. . B~fore 1944, the num-
ber of wetbacks who immigrat~d, tql ~h~ ~ United States was very 
small. Most of these illegal migrants worked in areas rela-
tively close to the border because jobs were available with-- ... , "- -
out spending money for transportation to areas farther north. 
From 1944 through 1950, there was such a large increase in 
the number of wetbacks ·that it has been referred to as an . . . 
"invasion" of illegal alien laborers from Mexico.22 
When the Department of Agriculture indicated ,its in- -
tention to terminate the importation program in the 
Spring of 1947, the, Governments of the United States 
and Mexico agreed t~%legalize the status of some of 
the illegal aliens. ~ 
The process of 11 legal.izing" wetbacks by placing them 
under contracts took place in 194?, 1949, and 1950. In 1948, 
the agreement attempted to stop the practice of legalizing 
wetbacks and encouraged the recruitment of braceros from 
the interior of Mexico. This plan proved to be unsuccess-
ful, especially after the "El Paso incident" when ". • • 
several thousand breached the border patrol lines in the 
vicinity of El Paso and entered illegally."24 u. s. Immi-
gration of.ficials "paroled" these laborers to farmers who 
needed workers instead of retur~ing th~m_ tp Mexico. Mexico, 
22Ibid., pp. 69-70. 
23Ibid.' p. 39. 
24Ibid., P• 52. 
22 
therefore, abrogated the mutual agreement "· •• because of 
'lack of cooperation• of United States Immigration officials" 
who were not protecting the rights of braceros and who •· 
r ,. 
seemed to be 'under the "d.nfluence of •large grower associa- ~ 
·~o-~ 
tions. 25 ~ .. . ... ' 
This unilateral action by the United States govern-
ment in 1948 has shown how lax supervision of the Mexican 
farm labor program was during this phase. No U. s. agency 
had responsibility for the supervision of the program except 
. ' , 
the United States Immigration and Naturalization Service. 
The u. S. Department of Agriculture apparently had discon-
tinued its interest in the importation of braceros when it 
indicated its intention to terminate the program. 26 
Farmers often preferred to hire wetbacks because they 
did not have to get involved in the red tape of the govern-
ment program. 27 Mexicans were willing to enter the United 
States illegally because they perceived that this was the 
surest means of obtaining employment in this country. 28 
There were three ways Mexican farm workers became 
··c 
25John H. Burma, Spanish-S~king Grou~s in the United 
States (Durham, North Carolina:e Univers~ty Press, 1954), 
p. 61. 
26aeport of the President's Commission on Migratory 
Labor, 22• cit., P• 39. . . 
27 . 
McKaye , .Q.E.. cit. , p. 30. 
.. 
28Ibid., P• 38. 
wetbacks: ' \ .. .... ., . 
23 
• • • legally imported Mexican Nationals who have jumped 
their contracts or have overstayed the period of their 
recruitment; former legally imported nationals who have 
received a taste of American "high" wages and keep re-
turning to the States; ·and still· other Mexican workers 
drawn north by stories of better working conditions 
and the ~ressures created by changes in the economy of 
Mexico.2':;1 
The availability of such large numbers of illegal 
. 
farm workers tended to undermine the purpose of importing 
' 
braceros from central Mexico. During the three years of 
, ( '\ f • I 
1947 to 1949, the number of legalized wetbacks was nearly 
double the numb~r ~~f imported braceros as shown in Table II.3° 
, ' J .... 
In 1947, approximately 200,000 wetbacks entered the United 
'·' i.J',f' 
States illegally; in 1950 the number had increased to nearly 
565,000.31 This "invasio~ 11 of illegal alien workers from 
1~, r 
Mexico caused concern among officials on both sides of the 
border. Wetbacks not only had a detrimental effect on 
braceros, but ~lso on domestic farm workers. Several 
reasons for .this concern were the decrease in employment of 
legal braceros who could be protected, the migration of 
families with wetback laborers, the depressive effect of 
.,~,. 
29carey ¥cWilliams, Brothers Under the Skin (Boston: 
Little, Brown, and Company, 1951), p. 129:------
30 Infra, P• 25. 
31Report. of the President's Commission on Migratory 
Labor, 2.12.• ill·, P• 70. 
24 
wetback labor on wages of braceros and domestics, and in-
crease of morbidity and mortality rates in areas where wet-
backs were employed~32 
. .. ... : .. • l 
None of the international. agreements during this in-
:l. : . 
terim had been implemented .by.legislation in thls.country. 
-
Early in 1951, the United States Congress realized the need 
for federal legislation to supplement these international 
1 \I 
-:.. \. . 
agreements. The agreement of August, 1949, was to expire 
on June 30, 1951, and the government of Mexico was reluctant 
to renew the agreement without some form of federal legis-
lation. Congress finally passed a bill that was introduced 
by Senator Allen J. Ellender, Democrat, from Louisiana.33 
On July 12, 1951, President Truman signed the bill 
which became Public ~w ?8: 82nd Congress, F~st Session.34 
After signing the bill, the President, in a message to 
Congress, recommended: 
••• (1) legislation providing punishment for harbor-
ing or concealing aliens who enter the country ille-
gally; ~) authorization of the Immigration and Naturali-
zation Service to inspect places of employment without 
permits; (3) a supplemental appropriation to the Immi-
gration and Naturalization Service to increase its 
personnel so that its work can be speeded up; (4) 
additional appropriations for the Farm Placement 
32Ibid., pp. 60-71. 
33coalson, ~· £!!., p. 234. 
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Service of the Labor Department in order to make possi-
ble a better use of our domestic labor force.~5 
These additional measures would be needed to establish a 
comprehensive program to protect the welfare of foreign and 
domestic migratory farm workers as this bill was thought to 
be incomplete.36 
III. THE PROGRAM UNDER PUBLIC LAW ?8 WITH ITS 
SPECIFIC REGULATIONS (1951 TO THE PRESENT) 
The enactment of Public Law ?8 formalized the program 
for importing Mexican nationals to work on American farms~3? 
One reason for passing Public Law ?8 was to discourage the 
migration and employment of wetbacks from Mexico. Not only 
were wetbacks having a detrimental effect on agricultural 
wages, but a significant number of illegal Mexican nationals 
were apprehended "• •• while employed in trades, crafts, 
and industries other than agriculture. n38 
The goal of prohibiting the migration of wetbacks by 
formal legislation apparently has been successful. In 1959, 
35coalson, 2£• cit.; pl 236. 
36Ibid. 
3?united States Department of Labor, ~Labor Fact 
~' 2E.· cit., p. 163. 
38:Ernesto Galarza, "They Work for Pennies," American 
Federationist, 59:10, April, 1952. 
27 
a report to the Secretary of Labor stated that "the existence 
of such a legal importation system has ·facilitated the elimi-
nation of the illegal · entry•of Mexican ('wetbacks')."39 
Under Public Law 78, authorization to operate the 
Mexican !arm labor program is )given to the Secretary of 
Labor, and federal funds are made available for '·recruitment 
of braceros, operation •of reception centers, ~ ·and transporta-
tion of braceros to the reception centers. 40 Farm growers 
have been encouraged to employ braceros who could be con-
tracted legally instead ' of employing' wetbacks · who could not 
be controlled. This formal program, as authorized by Public 
Law 78, has continued to import braceros· until the present. 
Supervision of the program is shared by the u. S. Department 
of Labor and the U. s. Immigration and Naturalization Ser-
vice. l . 
Regulations are established to protect the welfare 
of braceros who are imported under this' formal program. 
Most of these regulations are specified in Public Law 78, 
the standard work contract, the joint operating instructions, 
and the minimum acceptable housing standards.41 
' . .. .. ... 
39united States Department of Labor, Bureau of Em-
ployment Security, Mexican Farm Labor Program Consultants 
Re¥ort, October, 195§, . (WasE!ngton: Government Printing 
Of ice, 1959), p.-r:- ; 
40united States Department of Labor, ~ Labor Fact 
Book, loc. £!!• 
41united States Department of Labor, Bureau of 
28 
The U. S. Department of, Labor has the responsibility 
to verify a shortage of domestic •farm workers, to see that 
Mexican nationals have not displaced ·domestic workers, and 
to guard against any detrimental effects resulting from the 
importation ot braceros. Before _importing braceros, it has 
been necessary to determine if there was a shortage of -~ 
qualified· domestic .farm workers .to work under the ·same con-
ditions as those offered to braceros.· If .local _gnow.e.rs 
have not attempted .to "employ domestic ~farm workers, the 
Secretary of _. Labor or his representative has the legal right 
to refuse certification for the employment of braceros.~2 
Braceros have been •given the right ~o elect repre- . 
sentatives who should be r,ecognize_d by employers as spokes-
men for the workers. _,This representative is responsible to 
see that conditions · of,. the .wor~ contracts are .fulfilled. 4' 
. In spite o.f the right to -work for a minimum period of 
time, no bracero ~as ~een permitted to be · employed to fill 
a job which has been vacated· because of a strike while a 
Employment Security, Farm Placement Services~ Information 
Concerning Entrt of Mexican Agricultural Workers ~nto the 
United States, Washington: Government Printing Office, 
June, 1957), pp. 1-39; and infra p. 115. 
42unite~ St~tes Department of Labor, Bureau of 
Employment se·c,uri ty, Farm .Placement Service, Information 
Concerning Entry of Mexican Agricultural Workers into the 
United States, 22• ~., P• 6. 
43Ibid., p. 10. 
29 
labor dispute has been, in process • . If a strike develops 
after braceros have been employed; it ~s necessary to find 
employment for those workers in another area.44 
Public funds have been made available to provide 
transportation and subsistence for braceros who have been 
moved from migratory stations, processing centers in Mexico, 
to reception centers in the United States.45 When praceros 
finally have been contracted, their employers have had to 
assume the cost for transportation and subsistence from the 
U. S. reception centers to the places of employment. The 
main cost to braceros has been their transportation from 
home to the migratory stations·, located in Northern Mexico. 
These workers are protected by occupational insur-
ance paid by their employers. Usually the occupational 
insurance has been regulated· by workman's compensation laws 
of the state where they bave been employed. 46 
Adequate board and lodging standards bave been estab-
lished for these workers~ The cost· of meals in restaurant 
facilities have not be~n more than $1.75 for three meals. 
Vlhen restaurant facilities have not been available, em-
ployers have to provide cooking and eating utensils. Lodg-
ing is provided at no cost to the workers. It has been 
:'), ~- .. (' 
44 . .. I, . -
Ibid., p. 11. 
.t:~ .. 'Col.-' I . . , . J -45Ibid., p. 3 )'\ ... :' ,. :. •. ; I • t. .. ...-.... , .. ...... ., ._ 
46Ibid., p. 10. 
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necessary to provide hygienic lodging with blankets, · beds, 
and mattresses as the climatic conditions o~ the area 
necessitate. 47 ::J_ • t • :r "' ..... J 
. . . . 
Employers have to guarantee a minimum numbe·r o~ work 
days within .the contracted period. This guarantee has pro-
vided braceros "• •• the opportunity to work ~or at least 
three-fourths o~ the work days of the· total period during 
which the work contract and all~ extensions tbereo~ are in 
e~~ect. • • • I~ an employer has-not provided the mini-
mum number of work days, he has to pay 'the workers an equiva-
lent amount which they could have earned. Free meals are 
provided to the workers •if they are ' not able "• •• to work 
sixty-four hours or more in each' two week period."49 
The Mexican government has re'served the right to 
determine whether or not discrimination exists in communi-
ties where braceros are -employed. It .. is agreed that "Mexi-
can workers shall not be assigned to work in localities in 
which Mexicans are ·discriminated against because o~ their 
nationality or ancestry. ,.50 
47Ibid., PP• 19-26. 
48Ibid., p. 9 
49united States Department of Labor, ~Labor Fact 
~' ~· cit., p. 165. 
50unit~d States Department of Labor, Bureau of Employ-
ment Security, Farm ' Placement Service, Information Concerning 
31 
Braceros have received no less than the prevailing 
wages paid for similar work performed by domestic laborers. 
Responsibility for determining the prevailing wage rates, 
for ascertaining whether or not wages have been depressed 
by the employment of wetbacks, and for verifying a wage 
sufficient for subsistence has been given to the Secretary 
of Labor. If these conditions of satisfactory wages for 
braceros are not met, the Secretary of labor has the pre-
rogative to withhold certification.51 
Mexican Consuls in areas where these men have been 
working have assumed partial responsibility for investi-
gating complaints from braceros. The .U. S. Department of 
Labor has responsibility also for investigating complaints 
from braceros and farmers. There have been an average of 
two compliance officers from the U. s. Department of Labor 
for each state where braceros have been employed.52 This 
has meant, for example in 1955, that there was one u. s. 
government representative for approximately 6,000 imported 
braceros.53 
Entry of ' Mexican Agricultural Workers into the United States, 
.2.12.• cit. , p. 6. 
5l!lli·' p. 8. 
52Joseph P. Lyford, 11An Army of Ill-Will Ambassadors," 
New Renublic, 136:18, March 4, 1957. 
53 Andrew G. McLellan, 11Thirty Cents an Hour,'' .Am.eri-
~ Federationist, 62:24, May, 1955. 
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To determine whether or not legal rights were guaran-
teed, Ernesto Galarza •surveyed labor : camp~ in California 
and in Arizona in 1955. For this study he visited 156 labor 
camps and interviewed hundreds of braceros who were selected 
11 
••• completely at random. 1154 The conclusion reached by 
Galarza was ver~ pessimistic. J. 
· If on close inspection it turned out that hundreds 
of thousands of Mexican alien contract workers were 
actually enjoying these rights, privileges, and pre-
rogatives, as law and custom seemed to intend they 
should, the example would be impressive. What are the 
facts? Do t~eory and practice come even reasonably 
close~ Unfortunately the answer has to be negative. 
Anyone who thinks otherwise should talk to the braceros 
themselves, as I did.55 
Although the number of U. s·. Department of Labor com-
... 
pliance officers has been extremely small to effectively 
guarantee the legal rights of braceros, a report in 1959 




• • .. - . . 
IV. NUMBER OF MEXICAN NATIONALS IMPORTED 
l . 
During the wartime emergency, the largest number of 
... ' 
Joint 
54Ernesto Galarza, Stran~ers in Our Fields (Washington: 
Unite~ States-Mexico Tra e UniOn Co~ttee, 1956), p. 19. 
55Ibid. , P• 17. 
56uni ted States Department of Labor, Bureau of Employ-
ment Security, Mexican Farm Labor Program Consultant s 
Report, October, 12?2, loc. c~t. 
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braceros admitted in one year was 62,170 in 1944. The 
largest number imported in one year during the interim was 
f 
107,000 in 1949. The figures for the interim included wet-
. . 
backs who were legalized by special permission of the United 
States government. Since the enactment of Public Law 78 in 
1951, the peak year was 1956 when 445,197 braceros were con-
. . 
tracted. Between 1944 and 1955, the number of braceros im-
ported to this country increased by 6i8 percent.57 
The number of braceros contracted each year included 
a significant portion of men who had been contracted before 
under this program. 
Between June 1, and December 31, 1957, out of some 
309,000 braceros processed, 29 percent had never before 
worked in the United States; 22 percent had entered 
the United States under these arrangements onoe before, 
18 percent twice; and 31 percent three· times or more. 
Thus about 3 out of 4 were repeaters.58 
In addition to the braceros who were contracted once 
each year, there usually were quite a few who were recon-
tracted at the reception centers after completing their 
first work contract. In, l95.3, 5.4 percent of the men were 
.. ·.'\ 
recontracted as compared to 8 ~9 percent in 1959. Recon-
tracting of braceros has become a standard procedure.59 
57Infra, p. 34 
5Bunited States Department of Labor, Farm Labor Fact 
~' .QE• ill•, P• 168. -
59 Infra, p. 35. 
TABLE III 
MEXICAN NATIONALS ADMITTED~ FOR 
EMPlOYMENT JIN THE UNITED . STATES BY YEAR* . ) -
1942 ••••••••••••••• 4,203 
1943. • • • • • • • • • • • -52,098 
1944-. • • • • • • • • •. • • • • 0 62' 170. 
1945. • • • • • • • • • • • • • .49,454 
1946. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 32 '043 
1947 ••••••••••••••• 19,632 
1948. • • • •••••••• ·35,345 
1949 •••••••••••••• 107,000 
1950 ••••••••••••••• 67,500 
1951 •••••••••••••• 192,000 
1952. • • • • • • • • '• • • • • 197' 100 
1953· • • • • • • • • • • • • • 201,380 
1954. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 309 '033 
1955· ••••••••••••• 398,650 
1956 •••••••••••••• 445,197 
1957- ••••••••••••• 436,049 
1958· • • • • • • • • • • • • • 432,857 
1959 •••••••••••••• 437,643 
1960. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 315,846 
1961 •••••••••••••• 291,420 
34 
*United States Congress, Senate Committee on Labor 
and Public Wel.fare, Subcommittee on Migratory Lao or, ~ 
Migrator~ Farm Labor Problem in the United States, Report 
No. 1225, S7th Congress 2d Session-(washington: Government 
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*United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Employ-
ment Security, "Sum:ID.ary of Activities, 1953-1958" (Unpub-
lished statistical summaries released by the U. s. Depart-
ment of Labor). (Mimeographed.) 
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CH.AP.I!ER II I 
I ' ' .... . ~ ... 
THE MIGRATION OF BRACEROS: PROCEDURES, 
AND CHARACTERISTICS 
Since the enacement of .Public Law ?8, the procedures 
of the Mexican farm labor program have be~ome stabilized. 
To illustrate these procedures, the migration · of brace~os 
has been described in terms of a fictional character, · ' 
Juan Fulano. 1 The procedures followed ·oy this bracero have 
been similar to those followed by other braceros. 2 
Most braceros have been campesinos, farmers, from 
villages of 1,000 to 2,500 inhabitants, located in ' the in-
terior of Mexico. These men have come from isolated com-
munities which were small agricultural centers. Therefore, 
they have been affected only minimally by the culture of 
an industrial, urban· society. A large proportion of these 
J ....... ' •• 
1Juan is the· Spanish for John. Fulano, translated 
into English means: so-and-so person. 
2The procedures of the Mexican farm labor program 
have been des~ribed to the author by several braceros and 
by an anthropologist doing research in the state of Tlaxcala, 
Mexico. Also, descriptions of the procedures have been 
reported in: Margaret Breed MacKaye, "A Historical Study of 
the Development of the Bracero Program, With Special Emphasis 
on the Coachella and Imperlal ~Valleys~ (unpublished Master's 
thesis, The College of · the 1Pacific, Stockton, California, 
1958), pp. 63-68; Louis~ R. _Shot:we.ll, .The Harvesters: The __ 
Stor:y: of_ th'e Migrant , Pe·o~le . (~arden _ City;:,.-ltew ~o;r~; Do~­
day and Company, Inc., 1 61), pp. 49~58; and 'United States 
Department of Labor, Farm Labor Fact Book (Washington: 
Government Printing Office, 1959~p:-I66-?l. 
37 
braceros have been married men whose average age was estimated 
to be thirty-seven years. Almost none of the braceros has . 
been able to speak English before they emigrated, and most 
• , • • :'4 
of them have been ill~terate in that the~ were unable to 
read or write Sp~sh effec~ively.~ J .~G c 
I. THE MIGRATION OF JUAN FULANO 
.•. 
As a campesino, or field worker, Juan Fulano bad few 
chances to better his poor level of life. His family for 
several generations had be~n e~rem~ly poor. Because of his 
low status within the village, Juan's cho~ce of a wife was 
from among the poorer families. 
' 
After their marriage, Juan 
. I 
and his wife settled into a , sma~l adobe, mud brick house 
where, in time, his wife gave birth to three children. 
Among Juan's humble possessions were ,a burro, two cow~;~, and 
eight or nine chickens. He was able to cultivate a small 
plot of ejido land, communal land distributed to his family 
sometime around 1935. 
From this small plot of land, Juan usually was able 
I'• 
3Henry P • . Anderson, "Culture 'Exposure' and . Culture 
Change: The Bracero Program." (Berkeley: School of Public 
Health, University of California, 1959), p. 1. (Mimeo-
graphed.); Manuel Gamio, Mexican Immi~ration to the United 
States (Chicago: The University•of Ch~cago Press~930), , 
p. 21; Lyle Saunders, Cultural Differences and Medical Care: 
The Case of the Slanish-speakfn~ Peolle of , the Southwest 
Ufe'wYork!Russel Sage FOundat~on, 954), PP• 61-62; and 
Infra, p. llj. 
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to grow some extra beans or corn to be sold for a small 
amount of cash, but it was mostly subsistence farming. With 
such a small amount of cash available , Juan bad to borrow 
money from time to time. Since he needed more money than he 
was able to earn from his ejido ~ land, Juan was anxious to do 
extra work for pay. , . •'· · .r . t·• , 
Juan had heard stories about . the fantastic wages paid 
to farm workers in the United States from his compadre, the 
godparent of Juan •s oldest child. His compadre went to the 
United States two summers ago, and returned to the village 
with enough money to start a· chicken farm. Excited by the 
prospect of earning some extra money, Juan preceded to go to 
the Presidente'~ office to see about getting on the quota 
list from his municipio, or county.- The Presidente told him 
that he would need enough money to pay his transportation to 
the northern part of Mexico,. and. when this money was acquired, 
the Presidente would place Juan's name on the quota list. 
There was no ~hoice but to borrow some more money from the 
rich moneylender who ~harged outrageous interest rates. 
With a letter of reference from the Presidente, 
Juan took the local bus to the state capitol in order to see 
that his name was placed on a list. at the Governor's office. 
The clerk at· the Governor's office was willing to place his 
name high on the active list when a small mordida or bribe 
39 
was paid. 4 It was necessary for Juan to repeat · this .~trip to 
the Governor's office each week for a month in order to see 
when his turn would come. , t • , tl ~ · ' .... , 
Finally, his .name appeared on the list to go to . ·' 
Empalme, Sonora. ~With his sarape, a type of wool blanket, 
and a small bundle of tortillas and cheese, Juan began his · 
journey to the United States byrtaking a third class bus to 
the State Capitor with 'one of his neighbors who also was on 
the list. At the state Capito~, .each. man had to purchase 
several photographs of himself to be placed on identifica-
tion papers. A small group of men then joined together for 
the bus ride to Mexico City where they planned to take a 
second class train to Empalme.5 .. . -. · . • ... ·ol I' -· ~. J•. 
Upon their -arrival' in Empalme, the group of men from 
the train who, like Juan Fulano, wanted to work in the United 
States preceded to the tfenced area of the migratory station6 
where they were admitted after showing their identification 
. ., . 
4Robert R. Cunningham, "North and South of the 
Border," America, 9?:500, August 17, 1957. Bribes fre-
quently have · had to be ''paid by braceros to Mexican officials 
at various points along the migration route. 
5sometimes the journey from Central Mexico to the 
migratory station has been difficult for the rural Mexicans. 
61nfra, p. 112· Migratory stations in Mexico have 
been located at Monterrey, Nueva Leon; Chihuahua, Chihuahua; 
and Empalme, Sonora. -
40 
papers • . A representatiye from the: Me~can Gobernacion in-
terviewed each man to determine whether ,or not he had com-
pleted. his military obligation. Au. S. Employment Service 
Official talked with each man to see if he would qualify as 
an agricultural. worker and looked .at each man's hands to see 
how much physical work he had done. Juan's admissibility to 
the U. s. was checked by a representative of the U. S .• 
Immigration and Naturalization Service.. The next line 
brought Juan to the Mexican doctor who checked each man for 
physical fitness, gave a smallpox vaccination, and took a 
chest x-ray of each man. N: r 
After all of these interviews and examinations, Juan 
followed the rest of the me~ to a large room with tables and 
benches where each man received a tray of food. With the 
meal finished, the group of men went to a large building 
where a Mexican official gave the~. a lecture about the rules 
and regulations of the Mexican farm labor program. They 
learned about the labor contractt ~etween each worker and 
the farm employer. 7 1 • J w • : .: 3 ·-
At the end of xhe lecture, each man fil~d out of the 
hall and received a temporary permit from a clerk at the 
?united States Department of Labor, Bureau of 
Employment Security, "Mexican Importation Program, 11 An 
unpublished outline ~eleased May 28, 1958, p. 1. 
(Mimeographed.) · . .. 
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door which would allow him to cross tbe border to the _U. S. 
reception center. Juan received· ·a · box lunch as he was 
getting on the bus for the ten hour journey to the border. 
Those men who bad ~not completed .their processing were pro-
vided with a bed and meals .unti·l ·,they were cleared to enter 
8 the United States.. · r J=H· 1 t .~ ~ · 
· As was . true at the migratory station in Mexico,. Juan 
was told that he would have a be~ and would receive meals 
while being processed at ,the ~U. S. reception center.9 Upon 
arrival at El Centro, California, the men were lined up to 
be examined by a medical doctor. ~ 1This was very confusing 
to Juan, who wondered if the Americans did not trust the 
Mexican doctor at Empalme. Also, tbe U. s. Immigration and 
Naturalization Service Official interviewed each man again. 
Upon the termination of these examinations and inter-
views, Juan joined the other men in a large hall containjng 
benches to wait for the farm emploJ1er. Although ·Juan was 
not able to read Spanish or English, he was able to sign 
his name on a labor contract and trusted tba t everything 
would be fine. When he signed the contract, Juan was told 
8Those who have been rejected for health or other 
reasons must pay their own transportation home after this 
unsuccessful attempt. 
9Infra, p. 112. Reception centers have been at 
Hidalgo, Texas; Eagle Pass, Texas; El Paso, Texas; Nogales, 
Arizona; and El Centro, California. 
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that he would receive so much for a box of tomatoes if he 
worked for farmer Jones in the Central Val1ey of Califor-
nia.10 i.·,.. ~u ·.. ,,, -
From the reception center .in El Centro, California, 
Juan rode in a large bus with ,many other men to the farm ~ .. 
where they were going to work •. l Juan :felt a little. homesick 
for his wife and children, but consoled himself with 
thoughts of earning dollars, each ·· dollar exchanging for 
twelve and a half pesos in .Mexico. ' . .  
Juan worked ten to eleven hours daily during the hot 
summer picking tomatoes. Some days, however, he had to sit 
around the dormitory with no work because there ~~s rain or 
the tomatoes in ·certain fields were not . quite ripe. On 
this farm, each man was paid on a piece rate basis for each 
lug of tomatoes picked. , .. 
The meals were prepared by a Spanish-speaking woman 
and seemed very tasty. For each day's meals, Juan had to 
pay $1.?5 which•represented quite a few lugs of tomatoes. 
During the evenings, there was not much for the men to do 
except to play cards -and to chat over cigarettes. Al- , 
though the rooms were very crowded, ·they were · kept quite 
clean. The mayordomo or camp operator, for a small fee, 
-------"-·-C::. .._.\,. .. . ' ... 
10united States Department of Labor, Bureau of 
Employment Security, "Mexican Importation Program," .QE.• cit., 
pp. 4-5. 
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mailed money orders to Mexico ~for any of the men who wanted 
to send money home. a , -' / 
Twice during ithe )summer Juan~ was able to visit a 
nearby city, approximately twenty-two miles . from the farm 
where he worked; When .in tow.n, l he purchased some new clothes 
and a few gifts for his wife and children with some of the 
wages from his last check. Going along with the other 
fellows, he went to a Spanish movie during the afternoon 
and spent part of the early evening in a small bar operated 
by a Spanish-speaking person. 
As Juan's contract time drew .to a close, he made pre-
parations for his return to Mexico. The mayordomo or camp 
operator had made arrangements for the men to take •a bus to 
the reception center at El Centro. Because it was late · in 
the summer, Juan was unable to arrange for another work con-
tract. He therefore, was sent by bus to the migratory 
station at Empalme. The rest of· the journey home was on his 
own. He took the train back to Mexico City and the third 
class bus from Mexico City to his village. 
Fortunately, Juan had saved some of his earnings from 
his pay checks to take home along with the gifts for his 
family. As he neared the village; his spirits were high 
with many hopes. He looked forward to being able to repay 
part of the .debt with money he had earned during the summer. 
The story of~Juan Fulano's migration has illustrated 
44 
the basic procedures o~ the Mexican · ~arm labor program. One 




ment in the United States ·was to try to improve his place of 
poverty within.. a rural Mexican community. To find work, 
Juan had to migrate out o~ the country to an American farm. 
This migration required his getting on a list at the State 
Governor's o~~ice and obtaining ~ormal identification docu-
ments. Government of~icials ~rom Mexico and the United 
States interviewed and examined Juan at the migratory and the 
reception centers to determine his eligibility to do farm 
work. Af'ter the interviews and examinations, Juan signed a 
formal contract with an American ~armer. His employment was 
regulated by the international agreements, U. S. Public Law 
78, the work contract, and ~u. s. ~ederal and state labor . 
laws. At the end of his summer work experience, Juan re-
turned to his home and family in Mexico. 
II. CHARACTERISTICS OF THIS MIGRATION .. 
The case history of Juan Fulano thas described the 
characteristics of the migration ~rom rural Mexican villages 
to American ~arms. What are some of the outstanding charac-
teristics of this farm labor migrationi " ·,· 
As soon as braceros cross the border separating 
Mexico and the United States they are participants in an 
international migration. 
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Today, in an age of nationalism, the basic dis- l 
tinction is whether or not the migration involves the 
crossing of an international border. If it does not, 
it is called internal migration; if it does, it is 
called external migration.ll " • 
Both the country of emigration and the country of 
immigration have assumed responsibility for the welfare of 
Mexican citizens who participate in this external migration. 
The movem~nt ofl these farm workers~ is regulated by the inter-
national agreements, Public Law 78, and the individual work 
contracts. .. i ~ . . . ' -... .., 
Gradually. • • free individual migration of the last 
t wo centuries is giving way to another kind--controlled 
migration. The rise ,of nationalism, with increasing 
state regulation, has inevitably led to a greater ron-
trol of human. movement · across ·· national boundaries. 2 
One of the primary characteristics of this labor '· 
migration is the contractual. agreement between the bracero 
and the employer. This contract stipulates the length of 
time for employment, the wages to be paid, and the con-
ditions of employment. 
Indentured labor migrations have also relied on a 
contract between the migrant and the employer. 13 Another 
similarity with the bracero program and the indentured 
,. 
11Kingsley Davis, Human Society (New York: The Mac-
millan Company; 1949), p. 588. 
12Ibi'd. , p. 591. 
13vlilliam Pete~sen, "A General Typ~logy of Migration," 
American Sociological Re'view, 23:262, June, 1958. 
labor migration is that the migrants usually return to their 
homeland. 14 With the indentured labor system, there was no 
legal protection for the laborers, and the often were ex-
ploited by their employers. It is said that their status . 
was not much better than that .of slaves.15 . 1 · 
The regulations and controls of the Mexican farm 
labor program make it dissimilar to the indenture system. 
A unique characteristic of the bracero migration is the 
bilateral -intergovernmental agreement between Mexico and the 
United States. This has given Mexico as the country of 
emigration control over the welfare of its citizens even 
though they ~ are residing temporarily in another country. In 
contrast, the home country of indentured laborers had virtu-
ally no influence over the wel~being of its citizens. 
Although the Mexican rarm labor program is controlled 
by federal government agencies, Mexican nationals emigrate 
vo.luntarily. Temporary employment on American farms gives 
these men a chance to earn better wages than they can earn 
' in Mexico. With this money, braceros usually plan to pur-
chase such things as land, livestock, or household fur-
nishings. The ultimate goal is to improve their economic 
" ) 
14rbid., p'. 263. . "' "' 
l5Davi~, ~· cit., p. 590; and Brinley Thomas, 
Economics of Internit:ronal Migration (London: Macmillan and 
Company, Lta., 1958), PP• 2$9-60. 
4? 
16 status. The term "innovating" migration bas been used to 
describe the movement of persons to achieve a new and dif-
ferent way of live.1? . 
As has been true with most migrations, the importa-
tion of farm workers from Mexico is essentially an economic 
phenomenon. 18 · "The movement of population from country to 
country in accordance with manpower needs can contribute 
immensely to the economic wellbeing of underdeveloped 
countries.ul9 American farmers had the need for large num-
bers of unskilled laborers to cultivate and harvest crops, 
and the need was met by permitting braceros to enter the 
United States. ' . 
L' 
' 
16Further discussion of the reasons braceros emigrate 
is presented on pp. ol.ff •. ~· . 
17Petersen, ~· ill•, p. 258. - -1: 
1~enry Pratt Fairchild, Immi~ration: ! World Move-
ment and Its American SignificanceNew York: The Macm~llan 
Company, !9):3), p. 145; and Donald R. Taft and Richard 
Robbins, International Mi~rations (New York: -The Ronald 
Press Company, 1955), p. 8. , 
l9David A. Morse, "Key to Peace: Migration," United 
Nations World, 4:43, May, 1950. 
• l 1, \ r . .. 
Cii.ANER IV 
•' 
THE EARNINGS AND LIVING CONDITIONS 
OF BRACEROS IN THE UNITED STATES 
,J .. 
An important factor influencing the effects of this 
migration on braceros has been their earnings. The amount 
of money these men have been able to earn has depended on 
the prevailing wages paid for seasonal farm labor in the 
United States as well as the length of time they have been 
employed. -· 
Another factor which has affected braceros has been 
the conditions in which they have had to live while in this 
country. Life in the labor camps and the way these men have 
been treated have influenced the effects of this migration. 
I. THE EARNINGS OF BRACEROS . ; \.~ 
According to the international agreements with Mexico 
and Public Law ?8, wages paid to braceros have been based on 
the prevailing wages. Prevailing wages have been the wages 
paid to seasonal farm workers in the same area f~ a similar 
type of work. The wages paid braceros have been the same as 
those paid to seasonal farm ~laborers ·, regardless of whether 
they have been Mexican nationals or U. s. citizens. 
The prevailing 'wages~aid for farm labor have· in-
. : ~ . ~. 
creased gradually from $.77 per hour in 1951 to $.97 per 
49 
hour in 1960.1 However, there has been considerable vari-
ation in the wage rates in different areas of the United 
States. According to the figures for 1960, the Pacific 
area paid the highest rate ($1.25 per ~our) and the East 
South Central area paid the lowest rate ($.62 per hour).2 
In 1957, the average earnings of migratory seasonal 
workers was $898 for 147 days.3 Wages for seasonal farm 
labor have varied according to labor supply and demand, 
quality and quantity of crop, condition of fields, weather, 
and marketing conditions.4 The prevailing wage rates paid 
to imported braceros also have varied from area to area and 
crop to crop. 
Sometimes, . however, prevailing wages have been found 
to be minimal wages paid in the areas where braceros have 
been employed.5 The !unction of this wage rate system has 
been described in the following. 
The 11prevailing wage" varies from area to area in 
California. Wages are as low in some areas--such as 
• "'!\" 
1Infra, P• 50 
2 Infra, p. 51 
3united States Department of Labor, Farm Labor Fact 
~(Washington: Government Printing Offic~959), p:-rg3. 
4Ibid. , p. 184. 
5Ernesto Galarza, Strangers in Our Fields, (Washing-
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*United States Department of Agriculture, Agricul-
tural Statistics, ~1, (Washington: Government Printing 
Office, 1962), P• • 
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TABLE VI 
~ . .... 
ANNUAL AVERAGE FARM WAGE tRATES 
IN THE UNITED STATES BY 
GE~GRAPHIC AREA, 1960* 
51 
~ 
Per hour wage rate 
(without board and room) 
New England ; ' l)t.,; $1.16 
Middle Atlantic •I' ,· •'- $1.11 
East North Central • 1 $1.08 
West North Central $1.08 
South Atlantic • I $ .?2 1 • 
East South Central .. $ .62 
West South Central $ .?6 
Mountain '\ . "" , .. $1.06 
Pacific $1.23 
*United States Department of Agriculture, Agricul-
tural Statistics, 1_96]. (Washington: Government Printing 
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for cotton and melon pickers in the Imperial Valley--as 
fifty, sixty, or seventy cents an hour. • • • In any 
given area, growers' associations always pick the "pre-
vailing wage. 11 Wages in some areas are as high as 
$1.25 an hour, but when they get that high, g~owers 
most often switch to piece-rate compensation.6 
In actual practice, prevailing wage rates usually 
•• .j 
have been established prior to the contracting and employ-
ment of farm workers. Farmers often have as~ed full re-
sponsibility for establishing effective wage rates. These 
rates have been established at grower association meetings 
by means of a consensus of the .group. ~ Because of the pre-
arranged agreements, ~farmers have been able to avoid com-
petitive wages. The U. s·. Employment Service has used these 
predetermined wage rates for contracting Mexican nationals.? 
Wages paid to braceros also have tended to vary 
according to the type of \employer. · The wa~s paid by cor-
porate farms have been more ·uni·form than those paid by em-
ployers who -own small farms. Changes between piece rates 
and hourly rates for ·braceros have : made it difficult to ··, 
6Ted LeBerthon, "At the Prevailing Rate, 11 Commonweal, 
67:123, November 1, 1957. 
7varden Fuller, Labor Relations in Agriculture 
(Berkeley: Institute of Industrial Relations, University of 
California, 1955), p. 29; and Margaret Breed MacKaye, "A 
Historical Study of the Development of the Bracero Program, 
With Special Emphasis on the Coachella and Imperial Valleys" 
(unpublished Master's thesis, The College of the Pacific, 
Stockton, California, 1958), p. 4?. · 
' . .· 
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determine the exact wages which these me.n have ear.ned.8 
In 1955, the range of wages paid· to braceros was quite 
diverse. Ernesto .Galarza reported:· ~J· ' ·• 
Some .workers showed check stubs for earnings. of $95.00, 
$134~00, and as high as $154.00 for a two-week period. 
These earnings represented a rather high work week of 
as much as sixty-five and seventy hours ••• • '1 
' ' Although the wages paid to braceros have varied, the 
U. s. Department of Labor has estimated that the total earn-
ings of braceros in 1957 were $200 million.10 If 436,049 
Mexican nationals were imported in 1957, 11 the average gross 
earnings of each bracero was approximately $460.00 (U. S.). 
At the exchange rate of 12.5 Mexican pesos for each u. s. 
dollar, each bracero earned about 5,750 Mexican pesos. This 
figure, although an approximation, was larger than the per 
capita income of 2,925 pesos in Mexico during 1957.12 
According to the U. s. Department of Labor, the aver-
age length of contracts for braceros has been between three 
and four months. 13 The contracts have ranged from six weeks 
8Ga1arza, 2£• £!!., P• 32. 
9Ibid., P• 38. 
10united States Department of Labor, ~ Labor Fact 
Book, .Q.E.. ill· , p. 176. 
11supra, p. 34. 
12Banco Naciona1 de Comercio Exterior, S. A., Mexico, 
1960: Facts, Figures~ Trends (Mexico, D. F.: Banco Nac~onal 
ae-uomerc1o Exterior, S. A., 1960), p. 99. 
13Infra. p. 113. 
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to a maximum of eighteen months for exceptional circumstan-
ces.14 On the average, .each bracero.·Ahas been able to earn 
approximately 1,500 Mexican pesos per month. .. .. " 
An informant in ·San .-Joaquin County, Mrs. Hernande.z, 
said that ·~ some braceros have been imported into the area 
to work for very short periods of time, as few as fifteen 
days. 1115 For the men who have worked short contracts, they 
must have received small compensation for their efforts and 
.• 
costs in coming to this country • 
. 
It must be remembered, though, that a number of deduc-
tions usually have been taken from the gross earnings of 
braceros. Most of the men•have paid!a minimum of $12.50 a 
week for board. Each worker has paid from $.69 to $1.00 a 
week for premiums on nonoccupational insurance. Added to 
these deductions, braceros frequently have had to make up 
the cost of mordidas which have varied from one hundred .fifty 
to three hundred Mexican pesos, from twelve dollars to twenty-
five dollars, u. s. currency. ~6 ·.·~ , . · " 
In sp~te of the deductions from their wages, Mr. 
Gianelli, an informant in San Joaquin County, mentioned 
. .. ~ . ,. ' "'- ' 
.. 
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that "many braceros have been · able to mail a portion of 
their earnings to families and friends in Mexico during 
their employment in this country. ul? Although it has been 
difficult to know exactly how much money has been trans- , 
ferred to Mexico, it has been estimated that approximately 
#120 million dollars. were sent to Mexico each year in 1956 
and 195?.18 r .r. . • -~ 
t ..:. 
II. LIFE OF BRACEROS 
IN THE UNITED STATES 
There has been a wide variation in the experiences 
which braceros have encounteredt in this country because the 
location, type, and management of labor camps · have ·v.aried. 19 
In Galarza's study, he observed that two types. of labor 
camps have been -most commonly used to house braceros. One 
has been the "centralized camp 11, which l;las provided. a con-
venient labor supply for a given area. Newer camps of this 
kind were found to be .... " ••• wellcbuilt, better equipped · . 
• ) • J • 
1? Supra, p. 13. 
18Richard H. Hancock, "The Role of the Bracero in the 
Economic and Cultural DYn.amics of Mexico: a Case Study of 
Chihuahua" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Stanford 
University, Stanford, California, June, 1959), p. 64. 
19 . . 
The author visited a number of labor camps in San 
Joaquin County, Califorilla, during the summer of 1959. 
and more- effeciently maintained. 11~0 .Another type of camp 
bas been the "fringe camp" usually found dispersed over '.·t 
wide areas and concealed from the ·public 's view. These t •·· 
camps usually have been found.: to have· s:tandards below those 
provided for by the regulations of the 'program. 21 . · t 
At times braceros have been segregated and isolated 
from social interaction with surrounding communities. In 
some instances, bracero-s from labor camps have had the mini-
1 
mal social contact even with Spanish-Bpeaking residents of 
nearby communities. Keeping braceros in farm labor camps 
has been criticized by Roman' Catholic priests as an un-
22 natural. way of · life for..., these men. .··, . . _. . 
= ( .!) • I • • 
..~ J 
According · to one ' priest, life~ in the labor camps has 
exposed braceros to many vices because there has been a 
lack of recreational and social programs. Gambling has been 
. 
asserted to be prevalent in many camps, and there have been 
-' 
pressures in regard to drinking. The . opportunities for 
prostitution in . the camps . reportedly have added to the moral 
hazards encountered by braceros. 23 .· 'h 
20Galarza, 2£• £!!., p. 27. 
21Ibid. -
22Reverend Donal C • . McDonnell, "The · Bracero Program 
in California,!!,•Ninth Regional. Conference, Catholic Council 
for the Spanish Speaking,.:.'April · !2-~, ~ (San _Antomo, 




The predominant attitude of -Roman Catholic priests 
has been tba t the Mexican farm labor program has done damage 
~ ... 
to the spiritual and moral life of braceros. · These imported 
farm workers allegedly have been removed from a wholesome 
life with their families and have been .. exposed -to tempta-
tions which have threatened their moral life. Braceros, it 
has been claimed, often have been kept in places similar to 
concentration camps where life has. been isolated ·and recre-
ational facilities have been lacking•24 
The observations of Father' Conohan, in Jan Joaquin 
County;have been expressed in the following: 
One of the most serious problems of the -Mexican 
farm labor program has resulted from evading the prob-
lems of agricultural •productionr and distribution. 
Americans have ignored the problem of harvesting agri-
cultural produce without- taking advantage of poor per-
sons. Desperate people have been exploited to harvest 
food in a country where ideally there should be no in-
ferior, second class citizens. Americans have sent 
thousands of dollars to help the poor people in foreign 
countries through such programs as the Point Four Pro-
gram, yet poor people have been taken advantage of by 
growers in this country. Communist agitators could 
make an issue out of this problem because the importa-
tion of braceros has taken advantage of the poverty in 
Mexico to meet farm labor needs here. The social in-
~~:t~~!~c~~ti~i~d;~~~r~ !::~i~~~.~gntradictary to 
Other persons also have been critical of the 
t ' 
24Reverend Joseph H. Crossthwait, "The Status of Our 
Spanish-Speaking People," Ninth~ional Conference, Catho-
lic Council for ~. Spanish Spa g, , April !02=.!2, 19~ 
(San Antomo, Texas: Schneider Printing Company, 1958')"';" P• 9. 
25 Supra, p. 13. 
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exploitation of braceros. , Mrs. Hernandez said: .. ~~ ~.r;, z, · 
• l ~ 
At times braceros have been treated like animals by 
their employers because the .employers have felt little 
responsibility for the welfare of these ,men .except· to · 
provide the minimal conditions as stiuplated by the 
law.26 
- I ' . 
One author proposed the idea that the intergovernment agree-
. 
menta with Mexico were negotiated only to disguise a program .. 
which could exploit bracer~s. 27 
( ' . 
From all indications, the charges that braceros have 
' ,. (!- • 
been exploited and treated poorly have been more the ex-
, ~ , \ t! 1\ 
caption rather than the rule. There have been times when 
f • • # .. 
the government of Mexico has had to intercede to protect 
• 1,. 
i 
the welfare of its citizens. One such time was in 1943 when 
,, l ,,.,~ , ) 
Mexico prohibited the importation of braceros to Texas be-
cause of excessive racial discri~ation against braceros. 28 
' 
In contrast to the critical comments above, Father 
... 
Madero in Costilla County, C~lorado, summarized his obser-
vations in the following. 
Braceros in this area have been treated well by 
their employers. Possibly one change could be an 
improvement of their wages. Work and living conditions 
26~~ 
27carey McWilliams, Brothers Under the Skin (Boston: 
Little, Br~wn, and ·Company, 1951), p. 12a:------
28carey ~McWilliams, North From Mexico: The Spanish-
~eaking People 2f the- United StateS (Philadelphia: J. B. 
ppincott Company ,~ 48), p. 2?0. 
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for them have improved which may have resulted from the 
agreement with Mexico. There have been no complaints 
against the farmers. Braceros who have .worked in this 
area generally have been satisfied with the way they 
have been treated. ·They have mixed quite well socially 
with the local Spanish-speaking people.29 
In a discussion of the labor camps in the Coachella 
Valley, California, it was mentioned that most camps for 
braceros have been satisfactory.~0 Although, it was re-
ported, there has not been much interaction between local 
residents in that area and the braceros.~1 
The experiences of braceros while working in this 
country have been quite varied. Their earnings have varied 
from area to area and from crop to crop. In spite of the 
variation of earnings, these men usually have been able to 
earn acceptable wages, especially when the u. s. dollars 
have been converted to Mexican pesos. Added to the vari-
ation in earnings has been a variation in the living con-
ditions in the labor camps. The accusations of exploita-
tion and poor treatment of braceros probably have been 
reports of exceptional situations. These exceptional situa-
tions have substantiated the need for regulations as speci-
fied in -t;he international agreements and Public Law 78 • 
. 
29supra, p. 13. . ~ 
~0MacKaye, ~··. ill·, .PP•. ?~-?3· 
31Ib . . d . . 75 .,. ' . . . --1:...·' p. • 
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Many of the regulations imposed on this farm labor migration 
have been at the insistence of the government of Mexico to 
ensure the welfare of its citizens: 32 
"• : } \ ) . 
• • • ; ~1 
'l \ , ' 
. - ......... 
.32united States Department of ·Labor, Bureau of 
Employment Security, Farm Placement Service, Information 
Concerning En~y of Mexican Agricultural Workers into the 
United States Wa8E2ngton: Government Printing Office,---
~une, 195?), pp. 1-1?. 
CHAPTER V .r 
THE EMIGRATION OF BRACEROS: THE . REASONS 
• • l ~ t" 
FOR EMIGRATION AND THE EFFECTS O~ ~THE MIGRANTS, . . 
4 , . ,. 
THEIR FAMILIES, AND THEIR COUNTRY 
From the available literature and the interviews 
of key informants, the following information pertains to 
•. 
the major effects of this migration on farm workers from 
Mexico as well as on their families and country. 
I. THE REASONS BRACEROS EMIGRATE 
Like most migrations, the movement of Mexican 
nationals to American farms has been stimulated by expul-
sive and attractive forces. 1 The primary incentive of this 
migration, as with many otl:Jer migrations, has been largely 
an economic phenomenon.2 Two of the basic economic factors 
of this migration have been the extreme poverty prevalent 
in Mexico and the attraction of U. s. wages which have been 
much better than those paid in Mexico. 
As mentioned by Father Conohan: 
Braceros have come to this country with the hope 
that they will be able to earn enough money to better 
their way of life. ~ Their life ·in .Mexico has been 
1Manuel Gamio, Mexican Immigration to the United 
States (Chicago: The . Un~vers~ty of Chicago-press, 1930), p. 11 
2John H. Burma, Spanish-Speaking Groups in the 
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confined and limited by impoverished social and economic 
conditions. Many braceros have been willing to come to 
work in this country at the risk of indebtedness, 
starvation, and poor living conditions. The horrifying 
physical hardships endured by· many braceros have not 
kept them from coming to this country. Unfortunately, 
these men were exposed to . such hardships without the 
support of their families.' . 
The hope brought to this country by braceros has . . 
! ,, 
resulted from "• • • monotony, grinding poverty, and the 
L. 
tremendous obstacles the Mexicans encountered in attempting .. 
to advance themselves."4 Most of the states in Mexico, 
especially those sending large numbers of braceros to the 
United States, have economies which have been unable to 
... .·. 
furnish adequate employment for the support of their popu-
. . ' 
lations. For example, some of the primary causes of emi-
gration from the state of Chihuahua have been summarized in . ( 
the following: 
• • • Rural wages have not kept pace with the cost of 
living; agricultural capital has been inadequate; in-
terest rates on agricultural loans have been exhorbi-
tant; eildos have not functioned satisfactorily because 
of an a ost complete lack of capital and a lack of 
managerial ability; land in some · areas is uneconomically 
fragmented, while in other areas a more equitable dis-
tribution has been prevented by the existence of quasi-
legal large land holdings; draught in Chihuahua as well 
as in states to the south has contributed to the 
United States (Durham, North Carolina: Duke University Press, 
1954), P• 38. 
3Supra, P• .13. 
'l. 
l. • 
4Burma, op. cit~, p. 38. 
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emigration of braceros, and finally, some emigration 'is 
motivated by the simple desir~ of the bracero to escape 
-the monotony of village life./ 
Another important .t cause for the migration of braceros 
has been the tremendous population pressures in Mexico. ~f 
' 
The annual rate of Lpopulation' increa-se was 3.1 per cent, in 
1953-1960.6 This has been explained by the fact that "the 
birth rate in Mexico is declining, but the death rate is 
falling faster, which means that the net survivals are in-
creasing ... ? In 1960, ·Mexico had a natural rate of increase 
of 3~.6 per 1,000 population.8 . . ~ . 
Another indication. of the population problems_ has 
been the Mexican government's acceleration of a program to 
establish colonies in the peninsula of Campeche, Tabasco, 
and Chiapas, and the territory of Quintana Roo. The ob-
jective of this colonization program has been to alleviate 
the problems of overpopulation in the states of Sacatecas, 
5Richard H. Hancock, "The Role of the Bracero in 
the Economic and Cultural Dynamics of Mexico: a Case Study 
of Chihuahua," (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Stan.ford 
University, Stanford, Cali.fornia, June, 1959), pp. 203-04. 
6statistic~l O.ffice ~.r ~~he United Nations, Department 
of Economic and Social A.f.fairs, Demosra~hic Yearbook, 1961 
(New York: United Nations, 1961), p. 0 . .. For the same years, 
the u. s. had a rate o.r ·.l •. 7%. • · . 
?Report of the Pr~sident's Commiss1on on Migrato~y 
Labor. Migratoq Labor in .-American Agriculture~· (Washington: 
Government Pi'intJ.D.g Office., 1951), p .o •·~?l .-.. - - ~· -· ... -- .... .,. -. ... .,. 
8statist icai Of fice ·of the United Nations, £2• cit., 
p. 123. In 1961, the U. S. rate was 14.1 per 1,000 popula-
tion. 
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Guanajato, Jalisco, Michoacan, Durango, and Coahuila.9 The 
incentive caused by population pressures has stimulated 
braceros to emigrate because the vast•.majority of Mexican 
nationals recruited under this farm labor program has come 
from these states in#Mexico.10 ·r •.. • ·.u, · ~~ ~ ·· · 
Other socio-economic factors have affected the emi-
gration of braceros as well as the population. pressures. 
In most of the rural areas of Mexico, the primitive methods 
of agricultural .production have been extremely inefficient.11 
In addition to the primitive-agricultural methods, there has 
been a shortage of land which could be used for agricultural 
production. There has been less than one acre of arable 
land per capita in Mexico as compared with approximately 
two acres per capita in the United States.12 The inequi-
table distribution of land has affected the emigration of 
9News item in ~ !!!!! York Times, April 24, 1960 • . t 
10Ibid. 
1lwhile working and traveling in Mexico in 1958, the 
author observed primitive agricultural methods being used 
in many areas of JJ:entral Mexico •. 
12Banco Nacional de Comercio Exterior, s. A., Mexico, 
1960: Facts, Figu~es, Trends (Mexico, D. F.: Banco Nacional 
~omerc1o Exter1or, s. A~ , 1960), p. 90 and P• 109; 
United States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural 
Statistics, g961 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1962), P• .43 ; _and United States Bureau of Census, Statisti-
cal Abstract of the United States: 1962 (Washington: 
Government Printing Office, 1962), p:-Io. 
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Mexican Nationals for many ·years. 1 In the states of Jalisco, 
Guanajuato, and Michoacan not . only. were there difficult .. 
agricultural conditions, but much ~of the land has been in 
the hands of a small number of landowners. This has tended 
to force the lower class .peon or unskilled laborer to emi-
grate periodically.13 Many of the pressures on braceros 
~ ~ -
I '· 
resulting from the population increase have been magnified 
by the fact that much of the land .is owned and .controlled 
by a few upperclass persons. As a result, what little land 
the peon may have has not been able ~ to yield enough to sup-
port him and his fam~ly adequately when primitive agricul-
tural methods have been used~ ~ • 
Added to the problems of overpopulation and inequi-
table land distribution have been the effects of inflation 
on the economy of Mexico. Economic inflation in Mexico has 
been much greater than in the United States. In 1950, the 
cost of living index for Mexico City was twice that for the 
United States when both indexes were based on figures for 
1939.14 Economic inflation in Mexico has had a depressing 
effect on wages which already were extremely poor. 15 
l3G · 't 21 22 anuo, .2P.• ~·, pp. - • 
14Report ,of the President 1 s Commission on Migratory 
Labor, loc. cit. 
l5Ibid. 
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Wages paid to braceros in this country have attracted 
hundreds of thousands of these men to seek employment under 
the auspices of the Mexican .farm labor program. Mr. Gianelli 
said: I '• 
Many Mexican nationals have wanted to immigrate 1 • 
permanently to this country. Although the life of 
braceros while working under this program has been 
limited, the opportunity to earn quick money has 
stimulated most of these men.l6 
Mr. Gianelli felt that "some braceros have earned more in 
one week of employment in this country than they could earn 
for one year of employment in Mexico."17 
If the average working day were as~ed to be eight 
hours, in 1957, the average daily wage in the United States 
was $5.80. By contrast, the average daily minimum wage in 
Mexico for the 1958-59 biennium was ?.86 pesos ($.63).18 
From these figures the disparity between U. s. and Mexican 
wage scales has been clearly evident. 
II. THE EFFECTS ON BRACEROS, THEIR FAMILIES, 
AND THE ECONOMY OF MEXICO 
During the time when braceros have been working 
under this farm labor program they have been separated 
.. 
16 Supra., p. 13. 
" ' . . 
I 
l?J.lli.. 
18Hancock, .Ql?.. ill. , p • 49. 
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from their families and denied the privileges and responsibil-
ities of family life. Some braceros have been away from 
their families from one year to as , long as two. years at a 
time. Roman Catholic bishops of Mexico have claimed that 
"out of some 2,500,000 men i m the program, one million have 
failed to return to their homes since the program was in- . 
augurated •••• rrl9 
. It has been reported that the absence .of fathers from 
the family environment has contributed to an increase in 
juvenile delinquency in Mexico. According to one source, 
adolescent children have been ~extremely dependent upon the 
guidance of their fathers 1who in this; situation have been 
absent. 20. ~ .·,. 
,. . . 
The concern of Roman Catholic priests over the family 
life of braceros has led to a proposal that an amendment to 
the law should permit the importation of Mexican families. 21 
This proposal has not been· well accepted by those who super-
I 
vise the program nor is it likely that it would be accepted 
by the U. s. Congress. When entire families have been in-
volved with population movements, as with domest ic farm 
l9Reverend Donald c. McDonnell, "The Bracero Program 
in California, ~· Ninth Re gional Conference, Catholic Council 
for ~ Spanish S~eaking, April ~-!2, 1958 (San Antonio, 
Texas: Schneider rinting Company, lg58 , p. 14. 
20Ibid: -
21Robert R. Cunningham, "North and Sout h of the Border," 
America, 97:500-01, August 17, 1957. 
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migrants, social, health, and welfare problems have tended to 
increase. 22 •• J ~ : • • • (, c" 
Another stress placed on the~ organization of Mexican 
families has resulted from ·the unwillinghess ·of some braceros 
to return to the life in rural vil~ages. Mr • • Gianelli felt 
tba t "the brief glimp·se o:f the luxuries o:f this country . bas 
tended to ·make braceros dissatisfied with theiT home en-
vironment."23 He also said that "braceros have become frus-
trated when they realized their poor economic status in 
Mexico,· and this frustration could lead to political unrest."24 
The discontentment of some braceros with the rural 
village life and the ultimate ·alienation from their home en-
vironment were clearly brought out in the comments of Father 
Conahan: ,•· 
There should be some chance of change in conditions 
to give them a little hope. I:f a bracero wanted to 
introduce change in his village, what could he do to · 
change the pattern o:f culture? I:f a man wanted to wear 
pressed, clean pants, his village may not have elec-
tricity, washing machines and irons. In order to in-
troduce -primary cultural changes, it has required L 
supporting and secondary changes. Some of these men 
have -become disillusioned with the rural· village life 
~ .. ' !. 
22cali~ornia State Department o:f Public Health, 
Health Conditions and Services for Domestic Seasonal 
Agricultural Workers-and Their Families in California 
(Berkeley: California State Department o~Public Health, 
October 1, _1960), pp. 47-48. 




because progress bas been very slow, especially when a 
small number of peones in the villages have tried to 
introduce cha}lges.- By ·working in thi:s country·, ·braceros 
have learned to appreciate the glamour of an industrial 
society. The village youth has been seduced by the city 
life. The brilliant life of the city has become mo2~ 
attractive than the slow changing life on the farm. / 
In spite of some of . tbese social risks, have braceros 
been able to· better themselves .economically from this tempo-
rary migration? Father Conohan said that "some braceros 
have benefited from their work contract and have been able 
to build up a little capital."26 A study of braceros in 
the state of Chihuahua, Mexico, concluded that this tempo-
rary employment in the United States usually was the only 
economic opportunity for self-improvement of braceros. This 
' 
has given these migrants an opportunity to improve their 
level of living for themselves and their families by using 
i. . 
their earnings for food, clothing, housing, and investment 
in such things as farm equipment, land, and animals. 27 By 
• L 
spending and investing their earnings, some braceros prob-
ably have benefited from their migration to the United States. 
· Opportuil.i ties to work in the United States, if only 
l 
for a short time, have· given them a chance to' achieve a .· 
.. 
~ .. ' \,..- ..... \. \.. ... ' 
...... I C'. "J' { 
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better way of life. Based on the study of a border com-
munity, in Mexico, William Form and Julius Rivera made the 
following observations: .. . 
For many workers, migration to ~the United States was 
not only economically desirable, but the only escape 
from an economically impossible position. Many fer- . 
vently believed that anyone in the United States, could, 
with hard work, · achieve economic success, while in 
Mexico economic success is linked to class position, 
frien~~hip, family connections ; or government privi-
lege. 
~ 1957, the earnings of braceros were Mexico's 
third largest source of U. s. dollars: tourism brought 348 
. . . ' 
• • I 
million dollars, exportation of cotton yielded 173 million 
dollars, and earnings of brac~ros accounted for approxi-
mately 120 mi~lio~ dollars. 29 . The 120 million dollars or 
about 1,500 million Mexican pesos, transferred to Mexico 
by braceros, were nearly two per cent of Mexico's gross 
national income.3° 
Especially in Latin America, poverty has made many 
countries vulnerable to political and social unrest. The 
28william H. Form and Julius River, "Work Contracts 
and International Evaluations: The Case of a Mexican Border 
Village," Social Forces, 37:339, May 1959. 
29united Nations, Economic Commission for Latin America, 
Economic·Survey of Latin America, 1958 (Mexico: United Na-
tions Department-or Economic and SOCial Affairs, 1959), 
p. 137; Hancock, 2£• ~., p. 213; and supra, p. 55· 
3°Banco Nacional de Comercio Exterior, S. A.,~· cit., 
p. 98. In 1957, the national income of Mexico was 92;000 
million pesos. 
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migration of braceros, according to one report, has served J · 
••• as a safety-valve for political unrest because 
it offers employment opportunities to the rural workers, 
the most underprivileged members of Mexican society, 
and channels dollars into sectors of the economy most 
sorely in need of purchasing power.31 ·r. 
In spite of potential stresses to some braceros and thei~ 
families, apparently this migration has .contributed signifi-
cantly to maintaining social stability in Mexico. 
Braceros who have participated in this farm labor 
program, not only have had a chance to earn U. S. dollars, 
but they have had an opportunity to live in a country where 
the cultural patterns are different from those in Mexico. 
According to one writ~r, braceros have had a chance to learn 
about moP,ern agricultural methods: "practically all the men 
have picked up someJ English, plus experience equivalent to 
an intensive vocational agriculture ,course."32 From such 
a statemen~; one might expect that the culture change of 
braceros who have worked in the ·United States would be 
extremely dynamic. Als~, that the socio-cultural effects 
of this migrat~on on braceros probably would produce changes 
toward the patterns of the new culture and away from those 
of the old. 
' "' 
31 ·~ f \ ' r ',.. 
Hall-cock, ·22·- ~·, p. ?1. 
32 II Verne A. Baker, Braceros 
Americas, 5::3, September, 1953. 
·"'· .. 
··~~tf' ' . , 
Farm For Mexico," 
: 
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A. recent survey of the cultural effects of this tempo-
rary migration on braceros sought to measure the changes in 
"healthways" . which were defined as.. changes in "• • • atti-
tudes and practices concerning sickness and health. u33 Any 
changes in healthways were expected to reflect changes in 
other parts of the ~ culture patterns of Mexican nationals. 
By using one criterion, this study ~vestigated culture 
change by comparing the interviews with braceros who were 
entering the United States for the first time and the in-
terviews with those who bad. migrated before. A structured 
interyiew schedule was administered to 1,149 Mexican na-
tionals at the reception center in El Centro, California.34 
This study concluded that there were changes in the 
healthways of braceros who had previously worked in this 
country. These modifications, however, were not consist-
ently changed toward the "scientific end" of the healthways 
continuum as compared with the "folk end 11 of t he continuum. 
In other words, the migration experience did not consist-
ently affect changes toward the patterns of the new culture 
and away from those of the old.35 
33Henry ~. Anderson, "Culture 'Exposure' and Culture 
Change: The Bracero Program." (Berke1e1: School of Public 




One explanation for these inconsistent cultural 
changes may have been the type of social interaction bra-
ceros have had in this country. During their work ex-
perience, most braceros have had few opportunities to learn 
the culture traits of this urban -society. They have been 
. . ~ transported in small groups from • the ~ reception centers 
directly to farms or labor camps. In most situations, 
Spanish-Americans have been employed as foremen or super-
visors of-braceros and· have been intermediaries between 
Anglo employers ~and the workers. Where there have been 
Spanish-American communities nearby, braceros usually have 
spent their leisure ~time with these persons. Although 
braceros may have had brief periods of interaction with 
Anglos such as their employer, u. s. government officials, 
or retailers of clothing, .there have been few pressures 
toward cultural change because of their limited interaction 
with Anglos.36 
The majority of braceros have come from interior 
states of Mexico where they have lived most of their lives 
in rural communities. Few of these men have bad more than 
two or three years of formal education.3? With such a 
36Lyle Saunders, Cultural Differences and Medical 
~: The Case of the Spanish-Speaking Peo9le of the South-
~ (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1 54), p:-b3. 
37Ibid., p. 62. 
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limited education and no . command of English, their chances 
of changing their culture pat~e~s · have not been ,good. 
They have not been ~ble to co~~e~ate the new experiences to 
their pre~ious exper~ences. . . I • . \
Although changes in he~~thways were inconsistent,38 
attitudes toward the United States have been affected more 
clearly by this migration. Arsocial l survey by William Form 
.... l ... "' :.. - .. • 
and Julius ~~era investigated the attitudes of returning 
migrants and t~eir s~cia~ cl~ss position . in a border com-
munity in Northern Mexico.39 Although this study limited 
its investigation to inhabitan~s of a Mexican border com-
munity, it has added to the knowledge of the social effects 
on braceros. One reason for ~vestigating the attitudes 
of returning migrants was .. the . asE;S~ption that these Mexican 
men "• •• will probably influence not only the attitudes 
of others contemplating migration, but their mode of adjust-
ment when t~ey arrive. !'40 
Returning braceros, who had t.he most contact with 
American society, had the most clearly formed attitudes 
toward the United States. Braceros also tended to have 
38cf. ante, p. 73. 
39For m and Rivera, £2· £!i., pp. 334-39. 
40Ibid~, P• 334 • .., ~ .' ·, ,; ·· · ~ o, r ~_, 
e , • • l 
.•. 
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very favorable and positive attitudes toward Americans.41 
So, in spite of the inconsistent changes in healthways, the 
attitudes of braceros were affected in a positive manner. 
The predominance of favorable attitudes most likely in-
fluenced the motivation of other Mexican nationals to 
emigrate. 
Within this border community returning migrants were 
found most frequently within the lower-middle socio-economic 
status position.42 Their clear and positive attitudes 
toward the United States probably had some influence on 
others in the community as a result of their middle class 
status. 
From all indications, most braceros have been able 
to improve themselves economically after working under the 
auspices of the Mexican farm labor program. Although the 
healthways of many braceros changed inconsistently, their 
attitudes toward the United States were clearly favorable. 
41Ibid., pp. 336-37. 
42william H. Form and Julius Rivera, "The Place of 
the Returning Migrants in a Stratification System," Rural 
Sociology 23:297, September, 1958. 
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CHAPTER VI u· 
THE EFFECTS OF THE MEXICAN FARM 
LABOR PROGRAM ON 






A~ number of citizens in the· United States have been 
involved directly and indirec~ly . with ·the migration of farm 
\. > . 
workers from Mexico. During the course of their migration, 
braceros may have interacted with federal government offi-
•t· ., . :. l~ ~ .. , 
cials, bus drivers, and clerks in clothing stores in this 
country, to mention a few. · The persons in thi s country 
; : "{ l .:. . . . 
affected most, however, have been Spanish-speaking persons, 
' I 
domestic farm workers, and farmers. The effect of import-
ing braceros on each of these groups has been presented in 
this section. 
• ~ j ... ' . ~ . .. .. 
. I. EFFECTS ON SPANISH-SPEAKING PERSONS 
Spanish-speaking persons in the southwestern part 
of the United States have become a buffer group between 
Anglo-Americans and Mexican nationals because there have 
been vast ethnic, social, and cultural differences between 
the latter two groups. Most Spanish-speaking persons have 
adopted the material aspects of modern American life, but 
they have . simultaneously maintained many of the traditions 
?? 
which have been founded on the Mexican culture ; 1 . Since the 
language, social organization, and belief systems have been 
familiar, braceros have interacted most with Spanish-Ameri-
cans while working in this country . .. In Colorado, Mr. 
Yamato mentioned: . . ,_ ~ . ·~ ..L ~ ' 
Usually Spanish~speaking Americans have been hired 
as foremen to handle the immediate problems with bra-
ceros and to perform the role of an intermediary be-
tween the emplo;yer and the Mexican workers.2 
\ .. • t 
The attitude of many Spanish-Americans toward this buffer 
role and toward braceros has not always been favorable. 
The basic culture of Spanish-Americans has been very 
. '"' ' 
similar to the culture of Mexicans and in many cases was 
brought from Mexico by earlier emigrants. The importation 
. 
of Mexican nationals has tended to reinforce the ethnic 
traditions of Spanish-speaking persons in areas where bra-
ceros have been employed. Although braceros have remained 
in the United States for a short time, they have brought 
with them "· •• fresh reminders of the language and tra-
ditions of the home land. 113 The presence of these braceros, 
therefore, has perpetuated ethnic folkways which tend to 
1Manuel Gamic, Mexican Immigration to the United States 
(Chicago: The University of 9hicago Press,-r930), pp. 6~65. 
2Supra. p. 13. 
3Margaret Clark, Health in the Mexican-American Cul-
~; A Community Study (Berkeley: Univers1ty of California 
Press, 1959)1 p. 32. 
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distinguish Spanish-.Alnericans as a .minority group. 
One of the major cultural handicaps of Spanish-Ameri-
cans has been their lack of knowledge of the dominant Anglo 
culture patterns, social institutions, and language. 4 As 
long as braceros have depended on the social interaction 
with Spanish-Americans, the ,characteristics which have 
tended to make these persons visible as a minority group, 
such as language and customs, have been perpetuated. In 
many communities of the Southwestern United States, the in-
dependence day of Mexico on the Sixteenth of September has 
been celebrated by Spanish-speaking persons. The observance 
of a Mexican holiday has been just one of the many examples 
of the ties between Spanish-speaking persons in this country 
and the customs of Mexico. 
It would seem desirable for Spanish-speaking persons 
in this country to enhance their assimilation into the domi-
nant Anglo society and to minimize their " ••• high visi-
bility and low economic status.5 From all indications, the 
importation of Mexican Nationals has inhibited the social 
assimilation of Spanish-speaking persons. This in part may 
4John H. Burma, Spanish-S~king Grou~s ~· tbe· United 
States t (Durham, North Carolina:e · Univers1ty Press, 1954), 
p. 136. 
. . ... 
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have affected the negative attitude of Spanish-Americans 
toward braceros. . , 
A study of the Spanish-speaking community i~ San Jose, 
California, indicated that the citizens generally felt threat-
ened by the importation of braceros. Most of the residents 
felt that braceros increased employment competition and 
tended to keep farm wages depressed. The following informa-
tion was disclosed: 
Braceros~are an Unpopular group among Spanish-speak-
ing residents of San Jose. The people fear the increas-
ing tendency' on the part of valley growers to contract 
imported Mexican labor.6 
The uneasy position of Spanish-speaking persons as a buffer 
group may have been accentuated by these perceived economic 
threats. 
The following comments by Spanish-speaking persons 
in San Jose, California, have revealed their negative atti-
tudes toward braceros. 
Some typical comments • • • are: "They come in and take 
jobs away from our own people, because they work for 
almost nothing; the braceros get the jobs and our people 
have to go on relief." "The Nationals are a real menace 
to society--they bring in diseases from Mexico." "The 
braceros aren't like the rest of us who came to Califor-
nia to make homes: they don•t care about the communit,y--
they get drunk and get into fights and g ive tbe Mexican 
peopl·e a bad name. 11 "The braceros usually come from 
the country; they are campesinos, indios, and tontos 
who are pretty ignorant. They don 1t know very much 
6clark, £Q~ cit., P• 79. 
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and can't get along very well in the United States!'? 
In Stockton, California, Mrs. Hernandez felt that 
"imported braceros have bad a detrimental effect upon the 
local Spanish-speaking community which bas depended upon 
seasonal employment in agriculture."8 This attitude toward 
braceros apparently was prevalent among Spanish-speaking 
persons in Stockton, California. A letter published in the 
local newspaper from a Spanish-speaking person expressed 
deep concern about the loss of employment by domestic farm 
workers because Mexican nationals had taken their jobs.9 
The perceived threat of braceros to Spanish-speaking persons 
may have been justified because approximately half of the 
domestic farm workers in the Southwestern United States have 
been Spanish~speaking persons. 10 
It must be remembered, though, that the attitudes of 
Spanish-speaking persons toward braceros in California may 
not be the same as the attitudes. of those in other parts of 
the United States. For example, the following comments 
.. 
7Ibid.4·, PP• 16-17. 
8 Supra, p. 13. 
9News item in the Stockton Record, Stockton, Califor-
nia, February 8, 1960. 
10Louisa R. Shotwell, The Harvesters: The Story of ~ 
Migrant People (Garden City, -,rew York: Doubleday and Company 
Inc., 1961), p. 24. 
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were made by the Spanish-speaking informant, Mr. Martinez, 
in Costilla County, Colorado. 
Local Spanish-speaking people , have accepted the 
presence of braceros because there has been a shortage 
o£ local farm workers. Wages paid to domestic laborers 
have not been adversely affected by the importation of 
braceros. Without braceros, there would not have been 
enough local workers to meet the needs of tbe growers. 
Wages paid .for farm labor have ranged from sixty-five 
cents to one dollar per hour depending on the type of 
work performed. These relatively low wages have been 
paid to domestig workers as well as to imported Mexi-
can nationals.!! 
II. EFFECTS. ON DOMESTIC FARM WORKERS 
The domestic farm workers referred to by these in-
formants and by the literature have been a heterogeneous 
aggregate of persons. Within the hired farm labor force, 
the term domestic, or domestic farm worker usually has 
meant a "seasonal 11 farm worker who has been either a local 
resident of a nearby community or a migrant from another 
part of the United States. 12 These domestic seasonal farm 
workers have performed unskilled tasks requiring close 
supervision, and they usually have worked for short periods 
of time for many different 'employers. 13 A number of dif-
, 
ferent types of persons have been involved with seasonal 
'· -~ l • 11 . 
Supra, p. 13. 
12 " • I. • 
United States Department 
-
of Labor, Farm Labor ~ 
• I 
Book, - 2£• ill·' P• 5 •. 
13Ibid. , . p.· 70. · - . 
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domestic farm work: Anglos, American Indians, Spanish-speak-
ing persons, Negroes, and derelicts. . .. 
As mentioned previously, the prevailing wage rate 
established by farmers has applied to domestic farm workers 
and imported Mexican nationals. 14 Because wages paid to 
seasonal farm workers have been established unilaterally by 
farmers, there has been virtually no collective bargaining 
between domestic farm workers and their employers. The 
availability of braceros also has eliminated any collective 
bargaining between domestics and farmers. 15 
Domestic farm workers, according to Father Conohan, 
have not been able to bargain collectively with farm employ-
ers. ' I 
. 
The primary problem of the Mexican farm labor pro- -
gram has been the simple fact of its existence. This 
program has inhibited the organization of domestic 
farm workers and has undermined the bargaining power 
of the agricultural labor force. Public Law 78 has 
stated that any time domestic farm workers were not 
available to the growers, the United States Department 
of Labor has been obligated to supply the labor as 
needed. Evidence of the impact of this program has 
been in the fact that it bas caused one of the most 
stringent economic laws to become invalid; the economic 
law of supply and demand. Farm labor has been in 
short supply, but the wages· paid to these workers 
has not risen accordingly.l6 
14 Cf. ante, pp. 48ff.1 
' . .. 
15varden Fuller, Labor Relations i~ Agriculture 
(Berkeley: Institute of Industrial Relations, University 
of California, 1955), p. 34. 
16supra, p. 13. 
In 1959, £arm workers in Salinas, Cali£ornia, were 
being paid ~ighty-£ive cents per hour for field work. A 
representative of the National Farm Labor Union said that 
the importation of braceros had helped ~o keep farm wages 
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at such a low level. With the wage rate at this low level, 
domestic farm workers were able to earn approximately one 
thousand dollars during the . crop year • . According to a union 
representative, this did not seem to be enough earnings -to 
maintain a family on a - de~ent standard of living in the 
United States.17 ,... · , 
On February 25, 1962, the Secretary of Labor, Arthur 
J. Goldberg, established a . one dollar an hour minimum wage 
to be paid Mexican nationals on farms in California, Oregon, 
Washington, and Nevada. The reason for establishing a one 
dollar an hour minimum for braceros was " ••• that exten-
sive use of the Mexicans had kept the 'prevailing rate' 
depressed. 1118 At the same time, the minimum wage rate for 
domestics probably has been affected by the Secretary of 
Labor's action. This action by the U. s. Department of 
Labor antagonized both agricultural employers and labor 
.. 
17News item in the Stockton Record, Stockton, Califor-
nia, October 17, 1959. 
18 '· Lawrence E. Davies, "Coast Farmers Score Goldbere;" 
~ ~York Times, February 25, 1962, P• 46. 
• - J.. 
-
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union organizers. The farmers resented government interven-
tion, and union workers felt that the one dollar minimum \. 
wage rate was not enough. 19 ·~· ~ :, 
The problems of collective bargaining between farm 
workers and agricultural employers was of little importance 
as long as there was not a shortage of unskilled workers. 
The conflict between U. S. labor unions and agricultural 
employers did not start right after the emergency situation 
of World War II because there was a high level of employment. 
Many of the -former farm workers failed to .return to agricul-
tural work. The employment of Mexican nationals, therefore, 
tended to fill the labor needs during the early part of the 
postwar period. .It was felt that imported braceros, for 
many reasons, were not good prospects for organizing into 
trade unions. c;. • : 
Yet, paradoxically, it has been in the importing of 
aliens under contract that farm employers, for the 
first -time in any significant scale, have engaged in 
bargaining and in contractual obligations closely 
akin to collective bargaining.t;O. . ~. 
In the spring of 1959, U. s. trade unions began a 
campaign to organize domestic agricultural laborers, when 
in May, a drive was started in Stockton, California, by the 
A. F. L. - C. I. 0. The labor union organization headquar-
ters was established there by Norman Smith and Ernesto 
20Fuller, 2£• ~., p. 11. 
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Galarza. Sto9kton w.as chosen as a focal point for this 
labor organization because it has had a heavy concentration 
of far.m activities and was geograpbically .an. ideal pivot 
point to expand. the union activities xhroughout California 
and later. to other states. One of the main goals~ of this 
union activity was !' • •• to cut. down_ the use 'of Mexican 
nationals in California. 11 ~1 This_ marked the beginning of 
an effort by trade unions to abolish the importation of bra-
ceros in order to make more employment opportunities for 
domestic farm workers and to_ improve employment conditions 
for u. S. citizens. . .. 
In the two areas of the Southwest where interviews 
were conducted, domestic farm workers were affected quite 
differently. In San Joaquin County, California, Mrs. Hernan-
dez felt that the economic welfare of domestic farm workers 
had been threatened by the importation of braceros: "Bra-
ceros have affected unemployment and surplus labor · in the 
local area, and their importation has inhibited the bargain-
ing power of local farm workers."22 In Costilla County, 
Colorado, Mr. Martinez said that "local laborers who wanted 
work dur~g harvest season were given preference to braceros 
nia, 
21News item in the Stockton .Record, Stockton, Califor-
May 30, 1959. -
22supra, p. 13. 
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who wer& brought into the area.u23 In Costilla County, 
domestic farm workers and imported braceros sometimes had 
worked side by side in the same fields. Labor regulations 
to protect the welfare of .domestic farm workers apparently 
were better enforced in Colorado than in California~ These 
differences in the enforcement of labor regulations may 
have influenced the effect braceros have had on the local 
workers. 
One important feature of the international agreements 
with Mexico has been that braceros should not displace Ameri-
can farm .workers and should not have a detrimental effect 
on their employment conditions.24 There have been instan-
ces, however, when domestic farm workers have been displaced 
by Mexican Nationals. The President's Commission on Migra-
tory Labor . . (' 
• ~ • received evidence that in 1950 domestic workers 
had been removed from employment--pri~cipally cotton 
picking--in order to accomodate contracted Mexican 
aliens.25 ,. 
In some areas of the Southwest, there have been farms 
which were harvested entirely by bracero crews because 
23Ibid. 
24Report of the President's Commission on Migratory 
Labor, Migratory Labor in American Agriculture (Washington: 
Government Printing ~OffiCe, 1951), p. 56. 
25Ibid., P• 62. r 
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domestic farm workers have not been welcome.26 Braceros 
have gradually displaced local and migrant domestic farm 
workers in the harvest of certain crops. 27 Another indica-
tion of the displacement of domestic farm workers by bra-
ceros was a comparison of the proportion of braceros in the 
total hired farm work force for 1951 and 1958. In 1951 
braceros were thirteen percent of the work force as com-
pared with thirty-one percent in 1958 for the five states 
which were the major areas where they we.re employed: Cali-
fornia, Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and Arkansas. 28 
Up to the present time in most areas of the United 
States, domestic farm workers have not 'been provided with 
the guarantees of employment security such as workmen's 
compensation insurance, or other benefits that imported bra-
ceros have received. The recruitment and placement of 
domestics have been extremely ineffective, and much of the 
labor shortage in this country possibly could have been 
averted by more efficient use of domestic farm workers. 29 
The actual displacement of domestic farm workers by 
26Galarza, ~· cit., p. 8. 
27Ibid. -
2Bunited States Department of Labor, ~ Labor Fact 
~' .2:2.• cit., p. 176. 
29Report of the Pre ; ident's Commission on Migratory 
Labor, 2£.• ~·, p. 61. 
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braceros, the lack of employment guarantees, and the inef-
fective recruitment of these workers have indicated that 
domestic farm laborers have been discriminated against in 
spite of the international agreements and Public Law 78. 
One result of· low wages and poor working conditions for 
domestics has been a shortage .of these persons for agricul-
tural employment. 30 · ~ . .. ·-. , ... 
III. EFFECTS ON .AGRICULTURAL LABOR EMPLOYERS 
Growers in some areas have claime·d :tba t local · ~ 
domestic farm workers have been reluctant to accept farm 
employment·, especially stoop labor, and that these domestics 
have been extremely unreliable workers.31 In San Joaquin 
County, California, Mr. Gianelli stated that 11 there have 
not been. enough domestic farm workers to meet the harvest 
needs in: this area."32 He also mentioned that among the 
local labor force were derelicts and, winos who ". • , • have 
been an extremely mobile, unstable, and unreliable work 
30G. 0. Coalson, . "Mexican Contract Labor in .American 
Agriculture," Southwestern Social Science Quarterly, 
33:237, December, 1952. 
3lFuller, 2£• cit., p. 23; and Richard H. Hancock, 
"The Role o.f the Bracero in the Economic and Cultural 
Dynamics of Mexico: A Case Study o.f Chihuahua," (unpublished 
Doctoral~: dissertation, Stanford University, Stani'ord, 
California, June, 1959), p. 44. 
32supra, p. 13. ,.· .. , ,~. 
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force."3~ Mr. Yamato, the ~armer in Costilla County, . . · 
Colorado, ~elt that he had no choice but to bring braceros 
into the area because "the local :farm wcrkers have not been 
in the habit o:f working day ~ter day, and have lacked 
perseverence."34 According to Father Madero, the :farm 
workers in Costilla County "have become dependent on sur-
plus food commodities u and have not had strong incentives 
to work steadily. n35 
A random sample survey of one hundred ranchers in 
the Coachella Valley, Cali:farnia, reflected the attitudes 
of farmers toward farm workers.36 Most of the farmers 
reported very little difference in the costs for employing 
domestics or for employing braceros, but they di d feel that 
braceros were more dependable. The availability of large 
numbers of braceros made them a preferred labor source. 
Some o:f the disadvantages of employing braceros were the 
costs of importing the workers ,- the time involved in keep-
ing accurate records a~d _the language barri~r between em-
ployers and workers. The prevalent opinion was that braceros 






t • "' I '\,. .. .... . . " - .: . 
36Edward C. McDonagh, "Attitudes Toward Ethnic Farm 
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American farmers have become more and more dependent 
on the importation of braceros from Mexico. Some growers 
have expressed the idea that they would go to most any ends 
to acquire Mexican workers whether legally or illegally 
imported.37 The importation of braceros has provided 
farmers with as many workers as they have needed at the 
peak of the harvest. Braceros have been a flexibla labor 
force which has been controlled by formal contracts. The 
ultimate effect on farm employers has been their preference 
for braceros rather than the recruitment of domestic farm 
workers.38 
One reason for needing a flexible seasonal labor 
force has been the development of intensively cultivated 
crops which have required an abundance of hand labor.39 
The increased specialization in fruit and vegetable pro-
duction has required that seasonal farm labor be available 
in large numbers for shorter periods of time. 40 The 
Workers in Coachella Valley," Sociology and Social Research 
~0:14-17, September, 1955. 
3?Repor~ of ·the President's Commissio~ on Migratory 
Labor,, ~· ill·, P• ?3·· 
38Alber.t~ N. Thompson, · "Mexican Immigrant Worker in 
Southwestern Agriculture," American Journal of Economics, 
16:81, October~ 1956. -
39Fuller, 22• ~., p. 41. 
40Report of the President's Commission on Migratory 
Labor, loc. cit. 
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growing ofr such crops has been based " ••• upon the assump-
tion tbat, a. labor force able to accomodate itself to these 
requirements would continue to exist. 1141-j The growing of 
1 
specialty· crops has meant that a farmer has planted only 
I 
one or possibly two crops on his land, . and he has relied 
on these crops for his entire income. 
Both farmers who, were interviewed stressed how the 
abundant supply of braceros affected the growing of specialty 
crops and the increase in acreage per farm. The following 
ideas were. mentioned by Mr. Gianelli in San Joaquin County. 
fn order to grow specialty crops, it has been 
necessary to have a flexible labor force to harvest 
these crops in a very short period of time. The 
harvest of these crops has become extremely dependent 
on the. importation of braceros. There just haven't 
been enough domestic farm workers to meet the harvest 
needs for such crops as cherries, peaches, or grapes. 
When these crops ripen, a large number of laborers 
have been required for as short a harvest as possible. 
There has been no choice but to bring in Mexican 
Nationals to work on farms where ~ecialty crops have 
been grown.42 
Mr. Yamato discussed the development of specialty 
crops in Costilla County when he said: 
Generally speaking, there bas been a dynamic change 
in agriculture in this country. This change has brought 
about an increased dependence on imported farm workers 
from ¥exico, especially during the last five years in 
the Costilla County area. Prior to that time the 
local people provided enough workers to meet the needs 
41 -Lloyd H. Fisher, 'Harvest Labor Market in California, 11 
Quarterly Journal of Economics, 65:465-66, November, 1951. 
42 Supra, P• 13. 
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of growers. At one time, smaller farms could produce 
enough to be profitable, but today farming has developed 
into a~ business. The main cause of this change from 
smaller farms to large specialized farms has been the 
economic structure of the entire country. Most of 
the farmers in this county have grown vegetables such 
as lettuce, carrots, spinach, and potatoes. Farmers 
who perceived the need for expansion into large spe-
cialized farms were able to survive while the smaller 
farms were forced out of production because the margin 
of profit was too small to make it worthwhile.43 
The abundant supply of imported farm workers from 
Mexico has favored the operation of large scale corporate 
far.ms. 44 This type of agriculture has also developed in 
other parts of the United States. From 1945 to 1949 there 
was a dynamic change in the proportions, of braceros employed 
in each of the Southwestern states. In 1945, California 
received sixty-three percent of the total number of imported 
braceros, but by 1949, ~t ~ employ~d only eight percent.45 
By 1949, other Southwestern states were making .extensive 
use of braceros ~s indicate~ ~y the . fact that Texas, New 
t ~ , • ,. 
Mexico, and Arkansas, recruited seventy-nine percent of the 
braceros imported for that year.46 
This change in the proportions of braceros employed 
) •. • l . 
43~. 
44 Fuller, £2• cit., P• 6. 
45Report of the President's Commission on Migratory 
Labor, 2£• cit., p. 55. 
46Ibid~ 
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by each state apparently reflected the change to large scale 
specialized .. type farms in states other than California. 47 
According to Mr. Miller, "some areas have been cultivated 
for agricultural production only because braceros were 
available for employment. n48 He mentioned that "such areas 
as the Trans-Pecos in Texas were cultivated for cotton pro-
duction entirely with Mexican Nationals."49 
All abundant supply of braceros has permitted inten-
sive cultivation of land which simultaneously has led to 
more and more dependence on the importation of large num-
bers of these farm workers. Profits realized from this type 
of agriculture also have affected the development of large 
scale corporate farms for such reasons as: 
••• The most rigid .factor underlying the demand 
for an ample seasonal labor supply would appear to be 
the structure of land ·values. Land that is capable 
of pr9ducing profitable intensively cultivat ed crops 
which required much hand labor soon acquires capitalized 
value which reflects the relatively high returns from 
these crops. Once these returns Jhave been commuted 
into sales prices or rents, the high value cannot be 
supported in· a less profitable use •••• 50 
The. importation of braceros ha s provided workers 
for the structureless labor market required by specialized 
47Fuller, 12.£. cit • . . 1 -) ' . .. . 48su;e.ra, ' - . • P• 13. 
49~. .. \ - IJ ~ ~ ... I\ .. 
50Fuller, .22• cit., p. 41 • 
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farming techniques in large corporate farms. This structure-
less labor group has had the following characteristics: few 
limitations on the access to laborers, impersonal inter-
action between employer and employees, primarily unskilled 
I .1• 
tasks, compensation paid by the unit of production, and 
I 
production requiring little capital investment in machinery.5l .. - I • . 
Some of the effects of this structureless labor market were 
mentioned by Mr. Gianelli: "This .guaranteed source of labor 
has taken the risk out of raising perishable crops because 
the large number of imported laborers bas tended to keep 
labor co~ts low. u52 
Where there has been intensive large scale agriculture, 
mechanization has been increasing . This change has caused 
a decline in the number of farm workers needed, and it has 
increased the production of agricultural goods.53 Agri-
cultural mechanization in this country during the ten year 
period from 1950 to 1960 has produced a decrease of nearly 
thirty percent in the manpower used in agriculture.54 
5lF. h 't 470 71 ~s er, 2£• £!_., pp. - • 
52supra, p. 13. 
53coalson, 2£• cit., p. 238; and Lloyd H. Fisher, 
Harvest Labor Market in California (Cambridge: Harvard 
Un~versity Press, 1953J, p. 47. 
54News item in The New York Times, February 19, 
1961. ---
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Mr. Gianelli, in San Joaquin County, .was well aware 
of the impact of mechanization. . . . 
One of the major changes, during recent years in 
agriculture, bas been the use of machinery to replace 
the use of hand labor. On farms where fruits and 
vegetables have been grown it would be difficult to 
predict when·mecbanization will replace band labor. 
When the need for machines has made it more profit-
able than hand labor, men. ·have been able to invent 
the machines to do the jobs. It has been very diffi-
cult to harvest mechanically such soft. foods as to-
matoes, grapes, and lettuce. Up to the present time, 
the cost of stoop labor has not made it practical to 
develop machines to replace unskilled workers. As 
long as Mexican nationals are available for employ- . 
ment in large numbers, there probably will be less 
need to develop mechanical methods to harvest fruits 
and vegetables than if braceros were not available.55 
The elimination of all hand labor work in agricultural 
harvest would Beem to be very improbable at this time. By 
1960, there had been experiments in the use of tree shakers 
and catching frames for the harvest of peaches.56 During 
the Spring of the same year, an experimental model of a 
mechanical asparagus cutter was being developed in San 
Joaquin County, California.57 With this increased experi-
mentation, mechanical harvesting of soft fruits and vege-
tables may be developed in the near future. 
55supra, p. 13. 
56News item in the Stockton Record, Stockton, Cali-
fornia, March 12, 1960. 
57Jim Morrison, "San Joaquin Farm News," Stockton 
Record, May 14, 1960, p. 19. 
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In. some crops, mechanization has created a demand 
for larger numbers of workers instead of decreasing the 
work force needed. This is because mechanization has led 
to increased areas of land under cultivation. With all 
three factors (mechanization, specialization, and expan-
sion) affecting agriculture, more and more persons will be 
needed for shorter periods of time in agricultural pro-
duction.58 
To predict the number of farm workers needed in the 
future depends on more than the availability of machines 
and the cost of mechanization. Such a prediction involves 
a number of variables: 
••• Trends in size of farms, in crop specializa-
tion, in yields per acre; the availability, the 
efficient utilization, and the cost of labor; changes 
in the employment in migrant home-base situations; 
changes in the industrial employment index; increase 
in the national population; fashions in consumer taste 
for food and textiles; changes in per capita food ex-
penditure; the ratio between income from land if it is 
farmed and its cash value ~! it were sold for housing 
or industrial development.~~ 
The importation of farm workers from Mexico has 
been preferred by growers because domestic farm workers 
were considered to be unavailable in large enough numbers 
and were not dependable workers. Since braceros have been 
controlled by labor contracts, they provided an abundant 
58shotwell, ~· cit., p. 194. 
59 Ibid • .............. 
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and flexible labor force for American farmers. The avail-
ability of large numbers of braceros led to intensive 
cultivation and specialization of agricultural production. 
This stimulated the expansion of productive land by means 
of large scale corporate farms. Corporate farms, then, 
depended on profitable use of land from intensive culti-
vation. In order to increase the profits from agricultural 
production, mechanization has been increasing each year. 
•• • I 
I• • CH.AP.rER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
An analysis of the effects of the Mexican farm 
labor program were presented in order to understand the 
human problems involved with such a · large migration. · The 
effects on braceros or the migrants were analyzed as well 
as the effects on U. S. citizens, specifically Spanish-
speaking persons, domestic farm workers, and American 
farmers. Data for this study came from the available 
literature in English and interviews of . four key informants 
in San Joaquin County, California, and three in Costilla 
County, Colorado. '; .~ - -.. # , ., 
The importation of farm workers from Mexico has pro-
vided behavioral scientists -with an excellent source of 
data for investigations of human migration, culture change, 
and opinion-attitude change. Because of pressures from 
labor unions and others to terminate the program, the mi-
gration of braceros may be discontinued. More field 
studies of this social phenomenon should be conducted be-
fore the program is terminated. There are only a few re-
ports on the subject which present data collected in a 
systematic manner. 
This international migration began when World War 
II caused a shortage of farm laborers in the United States •. 
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American farmers appealed to the U. S. government to import 
farm workers from Mexico. Braceros were permitted temporary 
immigration to this country as a result of an interpretation 
of the Immigration Law of 1917. The first international 
agreement was signed with Mexico in August, 1942, and a 
month later the first group of braceros arrived by train. 
In April, 1943, the U. s·. Congress passed Public Law 45 to 
supplement the international agreement. 
During a postwar interim from 1947 to 1951 braceros 
were imported under the authority of international executive 
agreements, signed on March 10 and April 2, 1947, February 
21, ·1948, ·and August 1, 1949. In this period, braceros 
were brought from the interior of Mexico, and wetb~cks who 
had entered illegally were legalized by unilateral action 
of the U. s. government. Regulations and controls became 
very lax during this phase of the program. 
In .order to eliminate the employment of wetbacks, 
Public Law 78 was enacte~ by the U. s. Congress in July, 
1951. This law formalized the Mexican farm labor program, 
and the authorization was given to the u. s. Department of 
Labor to operate the program. Under Public Law 78, specific 
regulations were established, such as acceptable working 
conditions, adequate · housing provisions, protection by 
occupational insurance, • and payment of prevailing wages. 
These regulations and controls made the importation 
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of farm workers from Mexico a planned farm labor migration. 
The planned aspects of the Mexican farm labor program, ... 
especially under Public Law 78, gave this program .many ad-
vantages over the unplanned migration of wetbacks. Both 
the migrant and his employer have benefited from , this 
planned farm labor migration. The- migrant has had the pro-
tection of specific regulations which were written into 
the law to ensure his welfare .- Farmers have had a guaranteed, 
flexible labor force which has taken many o~ the risks out 
of growing· specialty. crops such as tomatoes and lettuce. · 
Since the beginning of the program in 1942, hundreds 
of thousands of braceros. have immigrated tOi WOrk on American 
farms. ·.The maximum number of men. to be . imported in , one year 
was 445,197 · in 1956. As many as three out of four braceros 
in 1957 were repeaters- tro-·the- program, and each year a. large 
number of men have been recontracted at the u. s. reception 
centers after completing their first contract. Since so 
many have been repeaters to the program, many braceros seem-
ingly. have been satisfied with their work in this country. 
Braceros probably have not been able to earn enough in one 
contract to meet all of their. needs, but the contract con-
ditions apparently have been .favorable enough to keep them 
interested .in the program. · 
The procedures of this farm labor program we.xe : 
described by the example of one bracero, Juan Fulano. Juan 
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represented a typical campesino or £armer £rom a rural 
village in central Mexico. He was very poor and was will-
ing to work in the United States to earn extra money• When 
his name came up on the quota list,· Juan went to a migratory 
station at Empalme, Sonora. There he was examined for ad-
missibility as a bracero under this program. Next, he was 
taken to El Centro, California, where he was examined again 
and finally signed a labor contract with a farmer. Juan 
was employed to harvest tomatoes and was kept in a labor 
camp on the farm. At the end of his contract, he returned 
to his village in Mexico. As with many braceros, Juan re-
turned home with a portion o£ his earnings • . This migration 
experience gave him an opportunity to earn extra money; an 
opportunity that was not available to him in Mexico. 
The main characteristics o£ this migration were 
brought out in the illustration o£ Juan Fulano • . When bra-
ceros enter the United States, they have participated in an 
external migration. This external migration has been con-
trolled with regulations such as the international agree-
ments, Public Law•?8, and the individual work contracts. 
These regulations made the Mexican farm labor program dis-
similar to indentured labor systems in spite o£ the fact 
that both formally ~ontract laborers~ for a specified period 
of time. Another characteristic of this program is that 
Mexican nationals emigrate voluntarily in order to achieve 
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a new way of life. . ..... 
The regulations have specified that wages paid to 
braceros have been the prevailing wages. Prevailing wages 
for braceros have been the same as wages paid to seasonal 
farm workers in the same area for similar work. Prevailing 
wages have varied from area to area and crop to crop. 
Based on estimations of the u. s. Department of Labor for 
195?, the average gross earnings of each bracero have been 
approximately $460 (U. S.) or 5,?50 Mexican pesos. These 
earnings were larger than the per capita income in Mexico 
during. l95?. Although deductions have been taken from the 
gross earnings of braceros, these men were able to send an 
estimated $!20 million dollars to Mexico each year in 1959 
and 195?. €· - · 
h. The experiences of braceros while working in this 
country have varied. This variat~on has been dependent on 
the location, type, and management of labor camps. Accusa-
tions have been made that braceros have been trea~ed poorly. 
These probably have been exceptional situations. The in-
frequent occurence of maltreatment has justified the specific 
regulations imposed on•the program. . . -
~ Braceros emigrate with the hope of improving .their 
economic position by earning some extra money. There have 
been few chances for. these rural villagers to improve 
themselves in Mexico. Although there have been suggestions 
10~ 
that the emigration of braceros has been stressful to their 
families, ... ~this has not been well substantiated. After their 
return to Mexico, most men have had enough money to improve 
their way -of life. The money sent to Mexico by braceros, 
and money taken home with them, has been Mexico's third 
largest source of u •. s. dollars. 
~ a Inraddition xo . the chance to earn money, braceros 
have been exposed to a different cultural and social environ-
ment. From these experiences, a study has shown that atti-
tudes and practices concerning health changed inconsistently. 
Another study showed that attitudes of braceros toward North 
Americans .became favorable. · 
Spanish-Americans have functioned in a buffer role 
between ~glo-Americans and ~Mexican nationals. Because 
braceros~have reinforced their ethnic customs, Spanish-Ameri-
cans have )resented the importation of these farm laborers 
from Mexico. ". The t social assimilation of Spanish-speaking 
persons ,into .. the dominant Anglo society has been inhibited 
by the presence of braceros. ·· · 
Because large numbers of braceros have been imported 
at the wage rate established by farmers, the wages paid to 
domestic farm workers have been depressed. The availability 
of braceros has virtually eliminated collective bargaining 
between domestics and their employers. In areas where regu-
lations have been enforced, domestic farm workers have not 
{ . 
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been disp~aced by Mexican nationals. U. S. citizens who 
have worked as seasonal farm workers have lacked the same 
rights as imported farm workers from Mexico. The U. s . 
.i. 
federal_government has not provided a similar farm labor 
program for domestic farm workers • 
..., r 1' 
~erican farmers, claiming a domestic labor shortage, 
. 
have depended on the availability of braceros. Farmers have .,. 
considered domestic laborers to be unreliable. Growers .. . 
have depe~ded on braceros for the intensive cultivation of 
specialty crops. As profits have increased from intensive 
cultiva~ion, larger corporate farms have been developed 
,.,.,., 
with bra~ero labor. The development of corporate farms has 
stimulated the increase in agricultural mechanization. 
The analysis of the effects of this farm labor mi-
gration has revealed: 
(1) Braceros have benefited from their work experi-
ence in the United States because most of them 
have been able to return home with extra money. 
(2) The presence of braceros in some communities has 
been a disadvantage to Spanish-speaking citizens 
because their assimilation into the dominant 
society has been inhibited. 
(3) Importing braceros has bad an unfavoraple effect 
on domestic farm workers because collective 
bargaining has almost been eliminated and wages 
have been depressed. 
(4) Farmers who have employe4 braceros have profited 
because the cultivation of specialty crops has 





(5) The regulated and planned aspects o~ this farm 
labor migration have had an over-all favorable 
effect. They have provided protection ~or the 
welfare of the migrant, and they have provided 
an efficient means for the acquisition of farm 
laborers. 
' It appears that the interplay of economic .factors 
will determine the continuation or the termination of the 
' . . 
Mexican farm labor program. Continuation o.f the program 
. . 
will depend on the needs of American farmers. As long as 
.L • -
farmers can realize profits from bracero labor, Mexican 
.. , 
nationals will continue to be imported. Grower associations 
' 
have beeri- able to lobby~ successfully for the extension of 
. - ... 
Public Law 78 for the past decade. However, if American 
farmers fi~d they can profit more by mechanization than by 
hand labor~ there will be no need to import farm workers 
from Mexico. ( . 
~ i> 
l' 
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF LA:OOR 
BUREAU OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY 
~• C· WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 
September 28, 1959 _, 
Mr. Robert L. Dunbar 
1220 N. San Joaquin Street 
Apartment #2 
Stockton 3, California 
Dear Mr. Dunbar: ~ 
112 
COPY ' 
Your letter to the U. s. Department of Labor, San Francisco, 
California, was referred to this office for reply. We are 
submitting information which we feel may be helpful to you. 
Some of the information requested in your letter is not 
available •••• 
Enclosed is the following information: 
Copy of Public Law ?8, 82d Congress, as Amended .. · 
An operation 1 s outline - Mexican Importation Program 
t 
Summary of Activities, 1953-1958, Farm Placement 
Service, Foreign Labor Division, including place-
ment of workers by States in the United States 
Copy of States in Mexico which supply workers 
through the Monterrey Migratory Station 
. 
Copy of States in Mexico which supply workers 
through the Chihuahua Migratory Station 
. ' 
Statement of the locations of reception centers 
along the Mexican Border in the United States 
and the areas of States served by each center 
The migratory stations are located at: Monterrey, Nuevo 
Leon, Mexico ; Chihuahua, Chihuahua, Mexico; and Guaymas, 
Sonora, Mexico, in the Republic of Mexico. 
Monterrey Migratory Station recruits worker s for Hidalgo and 
Eagle Pass Reception Centers from which they are employed to 
work in various states as indicated above under t he area 
covered by reception centers. 
Chihuahua Migratory Station recruits workers for El Paso 
COPY 
Reception Center. 
c 0 p y 
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Guaymas Migratory Station recruits workers to supply the 
needs of the El Centro and Nogales Reception Centers. 
You will find answers to questions raised in your letter 
••• as follows: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
You asked about the age of Mexican National groups. No 
tabulation is kept on age information. One or two sample 
surveys have been run on small groups to determine the 
average age of workers and it was found that the average age 
of Mexican Nationals who come to the United States for har-
vest work is 37 years. 
The marital status of workers is not compiled. Family groups 
are not brought into the United States for harvest work under 
Public Law 78. Only adult males are admitted for this work. 
No tabulation is made of the number of members in the families 
of the workers involved. 
The principal occupation of the Mexican National who is 
brought into the United States under Public Law 78 is "lab-
orer11 (lia.rvest hand). A great deal of the work is stoop 
labor. A few ranch hands are also brought in under this 
program. 
The average length of contract of the Mexican National who 
is brought into the United States for harvest work is be-
tween three and four months. They may be contracted for a 
maximum of six months at a time. The minimum contract is 
six weeks. Contracts may be extended for a maximum stay of 
one year, except that an employer is permitted to keep 10 
percent of his workers for eighteen months if they are key-
men and are needed to break~in or supervise new crews. 
I hope this information will be helpful to you in the pre-




w. Carl Holley, Chief 
Foreign Labor Division 
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Public Law 78--82d Congress, as Amended 
AN ACT 
To amend the. Agricultural Act of 1949 
~ it enacted ~ the Senate and House of Representa-
tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 
That the Agricultural Act of 1949 is amended by adding at the 
end thereof a new title to read as follows: 
" "Title V-Agricultural Workers 
"SEC. 501. For the purpose of. assisting in such pro-
duction of agricultural commodities and products as the ... 
Secretary of Agriculture deems necessary, by supplying agri-
cultural workers from the Republic of Mexico (pursuant to 
arrangem~nts between the United States and the Republic of 
Mexico, or after every practicable effort has been made by 
the United States to negotiate and reach agreement on such 
arrangements), the Secretary of Labor is authorized--
"{!) to recruit such workers (including any such 
workers who have resided in the United States for the pre-
ceding five years, or who are temporarily in the United 
States under legal entry); 
"(2) to eptabl~sh and operate reception centers at 
or near the places of actual entry of such workers into the 
continental Unit~d States for the purpose of receiving and 
housing such workers while arrangements are being made for 
116 
their employment in, or departure ~rom the continental 
United States; 
c · ~ "(3) •to provide transportation ~or such workers from 
recruitment centers outside the continental United States 
to such reception centers and transportation from such re-
ception centers to such recruitment centers after termina-
tion of employment; 
. "(4) to provide such workers with such subsistence, 
emergency3medical care, and burial expenses (not exceeding 
$150 burial expenses in any one case) as may be or become 
necessary during transportation authorized by• paragraph (3) 
and while such workers are at reception centers; 
"(5)' to assist such workers and employers in nego-
tiating~ contracts · for agricultural employment (such workers 
being ~ree to accept or decline agricultural employment 
with any eligible employer and to choose the type o~ agri-
cultural .. employment they desire, and eligible employers being 
~ree to o~~er agricultural employment to any workers o~ their 
choice not under · contract to other employers); 
"(6) to guarantee the performance by employers o~ pro-
visions o~ ' such contracts relating to the payment of wages 
or ~urnishing o~ transportation. 
·tl "SED. 502. No workers shall be made available under 
this title rto any employer unless such employer enters into 
· a·t:t-·. · 
11? 
an agreement with the United States--
rr "(1) to indemnify the United States against loss by 
reason of: its guaranty of such employer's contracts; 
. r. ."(2), to reimburse the United . States for essential ex-
penses, not including salaries or expenses of regular depart-
ment or agency personnel, incurred by it for the transporta-
tion and subsistence .of workers under this title in amounts 
not to exceed $15 per worker; and l ( • r 
1 "(3) · to pay to the United States, in ·any case in which 
a ~worker · is not returned to the reception center in accord-
ance with the contract entered into under section 501 (5), 
an amount determined by the Secretary of Labor to be equi-
valent to the normal ·cost to the employer of returning 
other workers from the place of employment to such reception 
center,, less any portion thereof required to be paid by 
other employers. 
"Provided, however, ~hat if the employer can establish to 
the .satisfaction of , the Secretary of Labor that the employer 
has provided or paid to the worker the cost of return trans-
portation and subsistence from the place of employment to 
the appropriate reception center, the Secretary under such 
regulations as he· may prescribe may relieve the employer of 
his obligation to the United States under this subsection. 
7i ~1; "SEC. 503. No workers recruited under this title 
shall be available for employment in any area unless the 
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Secretary o£~ Labor has determined and certified that (1) 
sufficient domestic workers who are able, willing, and quali-
fied are not available at the time and-place needed to per-
form the ' work for which such workers are to be employed, 
(2) the employment of such workers will not adversely af£ect 
the wages and working conditions of domestic agricultural 
workers similarly employed, and (3) reasonable efforts have 
been made to ' attract domestic workers for such employment 
at wages and standard hour of work comparable to those 
offered to foreign workers. 
"In carrying out the provisions of (1) and (2) o£ this 
section, provision shall be made for consultation with agri-
cultural employers and workers £or tbe purpose of obtaining 
facts relevant to the supply o£ domestic farm workers and 
the wages1 paid such workers engaged in similar employment. 
Information with respect to certifications under (1) and (2) 
shall be posted in the appropriate local public employment 
offices and such other public places as the Secretary may 
require. · = . .. 
"SEC. 504. Workers recruited Under this title who 
are not citizens)of the United States shall be admitted to 
the UnitedJStates subject to the immigration laws (or if al-
ready in, for not less than the preceding five years or by 
virtue of legal entry, and otherwise eligible for admission .. 
119 
to, the United States may, · pursuant to arrangements between 
the United,States and the Republic of Mexico, be permitted 
to remain therei~) for ~ch time and unqer such conditions 
as may be specified by the Attorney General but, notwith-
standing any other provision of law or regulation, no penalty 
bond shall be required which imposes liability upon any per-
son for failure of any such worker to depart from the United 
States upon termination of employment: Provided, That no 
workers shall be made available under this title to, nor 
shall any .workers made available under this title be per-
mitted to remain in the employ of , any employer who has in 
his employ any Mexican alien when such employer knows or 
bas reasonable grounds to believe or suspect or by reason-
able inquiry could have ascertained that such Mexican alien 
is not ~awfully within the United States. 
·:: "SEC. 505 (a) (1) of the Social Security Act, as 
amended, is amended by adding at tbe end thereof a new sub-
paragraph as follows: .. '· 
~ ' (C) Ser~ice performed by foreign agricultural 
workers under contracts entered into in accordance with 
title V of the Agricultural Act of 1949, as amended.' 
"(b) Section 1426 (b) (1) of the Internal Revenue 
Code as amended, is amended by adding at the end thereof a 
new subparagraph as follows:· 
} 
I 
a~=. ... t:l."· " ~ (C) Service per .formed by .foreign agricultural 
workers under contracts entered into in accordance with 
title V of the ~gricultural Act o.f 1949, as amended.' 
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"(c) Workers recruited under the provisions of this 
title shall not be subject to the head tax levied under 
section 2 :o.f .the Immigration Act o.f 1917 (8 u. S. c. sec. 
~EO. 506. For the purposes of this title, the Secre-
tary of Labor is authorized--
~)oe· 11 (1) to enter into agreements with Federal and State 
agencies; to utilize (pursuant to such agreements) the faci-
lities and services of such agencies; and to allocate or 
transfer funds or otherwise to pay or reimburse such agencies 
.for expenses in connection therewith; 
"(2) to accept and utilize voluntary and uncompensated 
services; and .. 
' th "(3) when necessary to supplement the domestic agri-
cultural labor .force, to cooperate with the Secretary of 
State in negotiating and carrying out agreements or arrange-
ments , relating to the employment in the United States, sub-
ject to the immigration laws, of agricultural workers .from 
the Republic of Mexico. .. I .. '. 
;> o "SEC. 507. For the purposes of this title--
11(1) The term 'agricultural employment' includes 
~ • .t. I .1. 
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services or activities included within the provisions of 
section 3 (f) of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as 
amended, or section 1426 (h) of the Internal Revenue Code, 
as amended, horticultural employment, cotton ginning, com-
pressing and storing, crushing of oil seeds, and the packing, 
canning, freezing, drying, or other processing of perishable 
or seasonable agricultural products. 
11 (2) The term 1 employer 1 shall include an association, 
or other group of employers, but only if (A) those of its 
members for whom workers are being obt ained are bound, in 
the event of its default, to carry out the obligations 
undertaken by it pursuant to section 502, or (B) the Secre-
tary determines that such individual liability is not ne-
cessary to assure performance of such obligations. 
"SEC. 508. Nothing in this Act shall be construed 
as limiting the authority of the Attorney General, pursuant 
to the general immigration laws, to permit the importation 
of aliens of any nationality for agricultural employment as 
defined in section 507, or to permit any such alien who 
entered the United States legally to remain for the purpose 
of engaging in such agricultural employment under such condi-
tions and for such time as he, the Attorney General, shall 
specify. 
"SEC. 509. No workers will be made available under 
this title .for employment after June 30, 1959·" 
